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ABSTRACT
Monitoring tools like Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS),
Firewalls, or Honeypots are a second line of defense in the
face of an increasing number of distributed, increasingly sophisticated, and targeted attacks. A huge amount of security
alerts needs to be analyzed and correlated to gather the complete picture of an attack. However, most conventional IDS
fall short in correlating alerts that have different sources, so
that many distributed attacks remain completely unnoticed.
In this paper, we define alert correlation as a process and
describe the consecutive steps along with their properties
and goals. Following this process, we propose Graph-based
Alert Correlation (GAC ), a novel correlation algorithm that
isolates attacks, identifies attack scenarios, and assembles
multi-stage attacks from huge alert sets. Our evaluation results on artificial and real-world data indicates that GAC is
robust against false positives, can detect distributed attacks,
and scales with an increasing number of alerts.

CCS Concepts
•Security and privacy → Intrusion detection systems;
Denial-of-service attacks; •Applied computing → Network forensics; •Computing methodologies → Machine
learning;

Keywords

very frequently or because it triggers alerts on different sensors at the same time, e.g., in case of Collaborative Intrusion
Detection Systems [24]. As a result, security operators are
increasingly overwhelmed with alerts and have a hard job in
splitting the relevant ones from the ones that can be ignored.
Alert correlation algorithms ease this task by correlating
alerts with each other to obtain the bigger picture of an attack. A very common approach is to group alerts based on
similar attributes [26, 6, 23, 10], e.g., source and destination IP, and to report common attribute patterns. Other
approaches correlate alerts of multi-step attacks [12, 21] to
identify and link the individual steps of an attacker, e.g.,
a port scan that is followed by an exploit of a specific vulnerability on the target host. Thus, alert correlation is the
overall process to make relations among alerts visible, which
can serve as indication of their belonging to a larger attack.
The contribution of this paper is twofold and based on former work of us that appeared as a conference paper [4].
First, and by extending our earlier work, we highlight and
describe alert correlation as a three-step process. Second,
along with [4] we propose GAC, a novel Graph-based Alert
Correlation (GAC) algorithm that realizes the alert correlation process. Compared to [4] we provide a more detailed evaluation and discussion in this paper. GAC can be
used for the detection of generic (distributed) attacks, e.g.,
DDoS [25, 9], port scans [7, 20], or worm spreading [1], and
operates in three steps:

alert correlation; intrusion detection; distributed attacks

1.

INTRODUCTION

As the number of Internet-enabled devices grows, a huge
amount of hosts can be used for coordinated attacks, e.g.,
by utilizing botnets [5]. Thus, when protecting a network
with an IDS [17, 15] or with Honeypots [8], these systems
will report increasingly more alerts as a result of distributed
attacks in which either several attackers and/or victims are
involved. Additionally, a single attack can cause several
alerts, either because the malicious communication happens

Copyright is held by the authors. This work is based on an earlier work: SAC’18
Proceedings of the 2018 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing, Copyright
2018 ACM 978-1-4503-5191-1. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3167132.3167239
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1. Alerts are clustered based on the similarity in between
particular alert attributes. Thus, each resulting cluster contains all alerts that might be part of the same
attack or single attack step.
2. The communication patterns among the hosts within
each cluster are identified, which can be either One-toOne, One-to-Many, Many-to-One, or Many-to-Many.
3. Finally, when a multi-step attack is present in the input alert set, clusters of single attack steps get interconnected with each other based on the communication patterns within clusters.
Our GAC algorithm requires alerts to contain only source
and destination IP addresses as well as port numbers. This
reduces the complexity in alert correlation and increases the
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Figure 1: General alert correlation process with example for scenario labeling

compatibility to different sensors. Additional knowledge is
mined from the alerts themselves, which is an advantage
compared to many other alert correlation algorithms that
presume some kind of knowledge database, especially when
they attempt to detect multi-step attacks.
Our experimental results indicate that GAC achieves good
accuracy for separating alerts from different attacks, not
only for fine-tuned initialization of the clustering method
but for a wider range of parameter values. GAC considers the uncertainty when identifying the attack scenarios of
alert clusters and calculates a certainty value that reflects
the trust in the identified scenario. Our experiments indicate that even in worst case when clusters have been inaccurately identified, a low false positive rate can be expected for
the scenario identification. In the evaluation with real-world
alerts, for ≈ 75% of the clusters, GAC is able to identify
their respective scenario with high certainty of ≥ 90%. The
high certainty in scenario identification and the huge reduction of an alert set into the multi-step attack representation
in GAC indicate that it can reduce the burden on security
operators.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The
alert correlation process in described in Section 2. Section 3
summarizes related work. Our graph-based correlation algorithm is introduced in Section 4 and Section 5 summarizes
our evaluation results. Section 6 concludes our work and
outlines future work.

2.

ALERT CORRELATION PROCESS

are less important or not necessary at all. If a step is not
addressed, the input of a block is also its output.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce a formal model
for the alert correlation process and then describe each building block in more detail.

2.1

Formal Model for Alerts and Attacks

An alert a ∈ A can come from arbitrary sources, e.g., a
network- or host-based IDS, and indicates a potential security breach or generic malicious activity in the network.
It can be either a true positive or a false positive, depending on the performance of the underlying alert detection.
Every alert a ∈ A consists of a fixed vector of attributes
a = (a1 , a2 , . . . an ), e.g., source and destination addresses as
well as source and destination ports.
An attack, or more precisely every step of an attack i, will
induce a set of true positive alerts Si . The set of all induced alert sets from different and multi-step attacks is
given by S = {S0 , S1 , · · · , Sn−1 }. A multi-step attack j
that comprises several single-step attacks will induce a subset Mj ⊆ S. The set of all multi-step attacks is M =
{M0 , M1 , · · · , Mm−1 }.
We note that there are alert correlation algorithms for the
detection of specific attack scenarios or attack types, e.g.,
distributed attacks. In a specific context like this, the definition of S and C needs to be adapted. Therefore, only true
positive alerts with respect to the specific context contribute
to S and C.

2.2

Alert Clustering

The overall purpose of alert correlation process is to convert
a set of alerts into a representation of attacks. Thus, alert
correlation is an essential part of alert analysis and is still
an active field of research with related work in different research areas and different application scenarios. We want to
emphasize that alert correlation in the scope of this paper
does not include the detection of individual alerts. Instead,
alert correlation algorithms have to rely on the sensors underneath to classify malicious events as alerts.

The alert clustering will cluster alerts into respective clusters
of alerts C = {C0 , C1 , · · · Cn−1 }. Each cluster Ci ∈ C is
supposed to represent an attack and the alerts that belong
to it. The alert clusters are desired to model the actual
attacks Si ∈ S, so in best case this leads to S = C. For that,
two tasks will be carried out here: Alert filtering identifies
duplicates as well as false positives among alerts and attack
isolation clusters alerts that belong to the same attack.

We propose a unified description of the alert correlation process for transparent analysis and comparison of correlation
algorithms. The novel process description characterizes alert
correlation algorithms by breaking them down into their core
building blocks (cf. Figure 1): alert clustering, context supplementation, and attack interconnection. Depending on the
goal of specific alert correlation algorithms, individual blocks

Alert filtering takes care of filtering false positives, so that
in the best case ∀a ∈ A : ∃Si ∈ S : a ∈ Si ⇐⇒ ∃Ci ∈
C : a ∈ Ci holds. Please remember that the definition of
false positive can depend on the context and the respective
attacks to be detected. Anyway, this does not require a
mapping from alerts to clusters with respect to attack steps.
Instead, this task requires alerts to be assigned to a cluster
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Table 1: Dissecting selected related work according to the process building blocks
Algorithm
AoI [6]
PAC [22]

Lattice [26]

Alert
Clustering
Attribute combinations
with attribute generalization
Pairwise similarity
of (meta-)alerts

Context
Supplementation
Implicit by rule pattern

Feature combinations
with same source IP
in fixed patterns

Pattern index

Comparison of
attack classes as
reported by sensors

and thus be included as input into the next building block
if and only if they are induced by an attack in S.
Attack isolation requires clustering to assign each alert
out of set A to one cluster Ci ∈ C. The correlated clusters C
should reflect the original attack steps Si ⊆ A, Si ∈ S. This
task may vary from traditional clustering that aims for high
homogeneity within clusters and high heterogeneity among
the clusters. Hence, the challenge of clustering in the field
of alert correlation is to find an assignment that reflects the
reality, which might not be the optimal solution from a data
mining point of view.

2.3

Context Supplementation

After alerts have been filtered and clustered in the previous step, each alert cluster is supplemented with additional
context. Such context could be information from knowledge
databases, which provide information on vulnerabilities that
might be exploited in a particular attack. Another type of
information could be a description of the attack.
Thus, giving the clusters a meaningful label might ease human analysis. A popular technique is to summarize alert features by finding common attributes in alerts, e.g., the source
IP of the attack that might be present in all alerts related
to a particular attack, and to suppress alert attributes that
have high variance. Description of clusters such as counting
the most frequent attribute values or value combinations is
highly valuable for human analysts. This might be the reason why most approaches for alert clustering tend to search
for alert subsets that result in labels that are easy to understand by humans. Although in practice it works well
most of the time, we find this to be dangerous, as it imposes
constraints on the attacks that can be detected.
For context supplementation, each cluster in C is labeled
with a label li in L that represents the additional information, e.g. environmental context or cluster description.

2.4

Attack Interconnection

The last building block in the alert correlation process attempts to find relations among alert clusters in C to assemble
single attack steps in S into multi-step attacks M. An example is a scan for vulnerable web services in a subnet, followed
by an exploit against a server in this subnet. To connect
such attack steps, usually a combination of sequential- and
causal-based correlation mechanisms is applied.
In worst case, each alert results in an own group in the first
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Attack
Interconnection

Attributes
Any

Meta-alert Similarity

srcIP, srcPort,
dstIP, dstPort,
class, time
srcIP, srcPort,
dstPort,
protocol

process block. The second step enriches each alert with additional information, e.g., information on the vulnerability
that is exploited. Then, most effort of the correlation algorithm lies in this third block of attack interconnection, as
the definition of attacks is implemented in the dependencies
between attacks.
In best case, attack detection is implemented during alert
clustering. Then, attacks have already been identified when
processing comes to this last interconnection block and relations among attacks can be searched based on the identified
attacks.

3.

RELATED WORK

Approaches for alert correlations are usually classified according to their correlation method [19], e.g., similaritybased, sequential-based, or case-based. However, such a
classification does not give any information on what an algorithm is actually used for. Furthermore, related work often leverages from combinations of such methods. For this
reason, we describe related work with respect to our novel
description of the alert correlation process as introduced in
Section 2. Any correlation algorithm is a concrete realization
of the alert correlation process and its three building blocks
or steps. Table 1 dissects three algorithm from related work
into these blocks, summarizes their contributions and the
alert attributes that they use. Depending on the goal of the
alert correlation algorithm either all or only a subset of the
building blocks from the process are actually realized. Thus,
we classify related work and their alert correlation algorithms either as clustering-centric, interconnection-centric,
or process-centric.
Clustering-centric: Algorithms in this class primarily attempt to aggregate alerts that are related, i.e., that belong
to the same attack. Clustering alerts of individual attack
steps is the prerequisite for assembling multi-step attacks.
Zhou et al. in [26] search for predefined alert attribute patterns utilizing a lattice structure. A pattern is a combination of one to eight attributes. Instances of attribute combinations are reported such that they are balanced in their
detail and aggregation level. The authors assume the algorithm runs on a local site and thus the destination IP is
not significant for patterns. The pattern itself can be used
for the description of clusters. The index of the possible attribute combinations, i.e., patterns, in the lattice additionally reflects the attack scenario. A heuristic alert-clustering
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method that is called Attribute-oriented Induction (AoI)
supports root cause analysis and is proposed by Julisch [6].
The algorithm attempts to find dominant instances of alert
attribute combinations. A resulting pattern is an arbitrary
combination of attributes, where each one is either a concrete value or a generalized class, i.e., a predefined set of
concrete values. The pattern itself represents a compact description of the entire cluster. A domain-specific algorithm
is proposed by Staniford et al. [20] for graph-based portscan
detection. The authors define different functions to calculate the similarity between two alerts, e.g., to check if the
port differs by one. In the graph of alerts, only similar alerts
are connected to separate alerts from different portscans and
also to detect stealthy attackers.
Interconnection-centric: Algorithms in this class primarily attempt to detect multi-step attacks. The focus of the
correlation is on the interconnection between alerts of different attack steps. Only few approaches identify related alerts
within each attack step.
Ning et al. describe in [12] a model to supplement alerts
with prerequisites and consequences that are required for a
respective attack to be successful. For connecting attacks,
the resulting hyper-alerts are then added to a so called correlation graph to detect multi-step attacks by the match
among prerequisites and consequences. Similar hyper-alerts
are then aggregated over prerequisites and consequences.
Zhu et al. [27] use supervised machine learning to mine if
two alerts belong to the same attack strategy. The probabilities for same attack strategy among the alerts are written to a so called correlation strength matrix. It is used to
extract attack strategies, i.e., attack paths, by assembling
alerts that are strongly related. Multi-step attacks can also
be detected by supplementing the network environment with
context. Roschke et al. [18] identify all alerts that match
against a given attack graph. Matched alerts are summarized in a so called dependency graph according to the host
relations in the attack graph. This allows to determine the
most interesting attack paths through the network. Sun et
al. in [21] require another kind of environmental context.
They create an object instance graph, e.g., with files and
processes as nodes, from collected system calls on network
hosts. Evidence from intrusion detection, i.e., alerts, are
then leveraged to track infection propagation in the object
instance graph. Derived probabilities allow to identify attack paths even though intermediate steps are missed.
Process-centric: All three process blocks are used for the
alert correlation. Algorithms comprise sophisticated techniques for single and multi-step detection.
Ning et al. [13] combine alert clustering and multi-step detection. They create alert clusters with any preferred clustering algorithm and a correlation graph [12] independently.
Both are combined to reconstruct attacks even if not all
steps have been detected. Valdes et al. [22] propose a multistage approach that merges and aggregates alerts based on
the similarity between different alert attributes. Specific
attributes are used in each stage to further merge alerts.
Merging alerts results in a so called meta-alert, where attributes are not values but lists of values from all encompassing alerts. Additional knowledge is required to compare the
similarity between attack classes. The authors afterwards
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compare the meta-alerts to reveal attack interconnections.
To the best of our knowledge, we have seen no processcentric related work, that mines a characterization from
clusters without additional knowledge that is used for the
reconstruction of multi-step attacks. In the next section, we
describe our graph-based implementation for this purpose.

4.

GRAPH-BASED ALERT CORRELATION

In this section, we present a novel graph-based approach for
alert correlation. Section 4.1 introduces the basic approach
of our Graph-based Alert Correlation algorithm GAC and
points out its individual steps, which are explained in more
detail in Sections 4.2 - 4.4.

4.1

Overview on Approach

The input to our Graph-based Alert Correlation algorithm
GAC is an alert set A consisting of individual alerts a ∈ A
with attributed a = (a1 , a2 , . . . an ) (cf. Section 2.1). Such
an alert set usually contains true positives and false positives, depending on the performance of the underlying alert
detection. Following the alert correlation process, the task
of our correlation algorithm is to analyze the alert set A
and to group its alerts according to the single and multistep attacks S and M without knowing the ground truth.
Furthermore, the output of the correlation should include a
description or representation of detected attacks.
Alert
Clustering

Context
Supplementation

Attack
Interconnection

𝐴

Transformation

𝐺𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟

Attack
Isolation

𝑙𝑖

Scenario
Identification

𝐺𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤

Transformation

𝑡1..𝑚

Multi-Step
Detection

𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟

Transformation

𝐶𝑖

Figure 2: Blocks in Graph-based Alert Correlation
We propose GAC, a correlation algorithm to detect, annotate and link distributed attacks. It can also generally be
used as a method to reveal the relation among alerts and
to identify attacks. GAC transforms alerts into different
graph representations, which are processed successively during the correlation process. We realize the three basic building blocks of the alert correlation process (cf. Section 2):
Alert clustering, context supplementation, and attack interconnection. We summarize their general purpose along with
their graph-based implementation in GAC as illustrated in
Figure 2 in the following:
1. Alert clustering clusters alerts into respective clusters of alerts C = {C0 , C1 , · · · Cn−1 } that in best case
leads to S = C. GAC starts by transforming the
alert set A into an Alert Similarity Graph Gattr that
reflects attribute similarities among alerts. A graphbased clustering algorithm is applied afterwards to cluster all alerts into subsets C as candidates for attack
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a3
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=

0.5
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2/4

W

E

0.5

T

(b) The resulting Gattr graph

(c) The resulting Gflow graph

Figure 3: Graph models for example alert set

steps. This is described in more detail in the next
Section 4.2.
2. Context is supplemented for each attack step by
assigning a label li ∈ L to each cluster Ci ∈ C. These
labels enrich the description of attacks both for a better understanding of them as well as for the support of
consecutive steps in alert correlation. In GAC we mine
characteristics directly from alert information and alert
clusters. For that, each cluster Ci is transformed into
an Alert Flow Graph Gflow . We describe the relation
of malicious communication among attackers and victims within each cluster to identify attack scenarios.
Section 4.3 describes our approach to supplement additional context in more detail.
3. To interconnect clusters, the cluster labels that encode additional context are leveraged in the next step
of our correlation process. Thus, we interconnect clusters in C that represent single-attack steps with each
other to multi-step attacks M. Compared to other approaches based on causality, GAC does not require external knowledge on vulnerabilities. GAC transforms
all the clusters Ci with their corresponding labels li
into a single Attack Similarity Graph Gover to search
for overlapping IP addresses among clusters. For any
two clusters Ci , Cj ∈ C that share IP addresses, the
labels li , lj ∈ L are used to derive a tag ti,j describing
the type of multi-step attack. Section 4.4 describes
in more detail our approach to interconnect different
attacks.
The example for graph transformation in Figure 3 is based
on the three alerts a1 , a2 , a3 ∈ A in Figure 3a, where two
attackers E and T target destination W on port P .

4.2

Alert Clustering

We propose to represent alerts as nodes in a graph and to
add edges between similar alerts. This enables us to search
for alerts that share similar attributes and to cluster alerts
within these graphs afterwards. For this, we first describe
the used graph model and then the clustering method.

4.2.1

Transforming Alerts into a Graph

We transform the set of alerts A into a weighted Alert Similarity Graph Gattr = (A, E) that contains alerts A as nodes.
Every edge (a1 , a2 ) ∈ E is weighted with the similarity
s = Fsim (a1 , a2 ) ∈ [0, 1] in between two alerts a1 , a2 ∈ A.
Function Fsim compares all n attributes (a0 ...an−1 ) of the
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alerts, respectively, as follows:
Fsim (a1 , a2 ) =

n−1
X

cj · hj (aj1 , aj2 )

(1)

j=0

Per attribute, an attribute-specific comparison function hj
delivers a similarity value in [0, 1]. All attribute comparisons
are weighted according a vector c = (c0 . . . cn−1 ) such that
P
cj = 1. We require the similarity between two alerts to
be equal or higher than a minimum similarity threshold τ
to include an edge (a1 , a2 ) ∈ E to Gτattr . Thus, τ controls
the number of edges |E|, by removing edges that are most
probably unrelated. The weight of edges depends on the
implementation of Fsim . To choose a suitable threshold τ ,
it is beneficial to know the expected alert similarity among
alerts of the attacks that should be detected.
As we focus on network-related alerts, we consider the attributes IP and port of source and destination only, as these
are the most important and common attributes that should
be supported by any sensor type and method used for alert
detection. Furthermore, attributes are tested for equal values to keep the correlation algorithm free from additionally required knowledge, such as subnets and the application
type related to a port, e.g., http for ports 80 and 443. Thus,
according to Equation 1, all hj return 1 for equal attribute
values and 0 otherwise. Attribute comparison is weighted
equally with cj = 1/n for any cj ∈ c. Other examples for
attribute selection and hj can be found in [22], for other
methods to assign weights, we refer to the generation of a so
called log-graph in [16]. Figure 3b shows the Alert Similarity Graph with three nodes for the alerts in Figure 3a. E.g.,
Fsim (a1 , a2 ) = 0.5 as two out of four attributes are equal
between the alerts a1 and a2 .

4.2.2

Clustering Alerts within the Graph

It is important to consider that usually several attackers try
to break into an IT system at the same time. Therefore, it
is very likely that individual attacks target the same host
in the network without a connection between the attacks.
One attack might aim to scan for SQL injection on a specific webserver, whereas a second unrelated attack scans for
webservers in the same subnet. As both attacks hit the webport on the same server, they will probably be linked with a
non-zero similarity even in the filtered graph Gτattr . Therefore, we further separate alerts of individual attack steps
by clustering them, i.e., identify subgraphs in Gτattr . The
motivation for clustering is illustrated for an example graph
Gattr in Figure 4. In the bottom one of the two isolated
components, one can intuitively identify three loosely coupled subgraphs. These clusters (marked with red circles)
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Table 2: Similarity values among alerts of different attack scenarios
Scenario
One-to-One
One-to-Many

SrcIP
X
X

Many-to-One

SrcPort

DstIP
X

DstPort

X
X

Many-to-Many

are no isolated components, because a few of their alerts
are similar to alerts of other clusters. These clusters reflect
individual attack steps that can be related intentionally.

X
X
X

Example
Vertical Scan (V-Scan)
Horizontal Scan (H-Scan)
Service DDoS
Distributed V-Scan
Worm

Similarity
2/4
2/4
2/4
1/4
1/4

Flow Graph Gflow = (V, E) with the nodes V to be the set
of all source and destination IP addresses in a cluster Ci .
An edge (u, v) ∈ E in the graph between two nodes u, v ∈ V
exists, if there is an alert a ∈ Ci with the source node u as
attacking IP and the destination node v as target IP. The
direction of an edge therefore indicates who attacked whom.
Figure 3c shows the graph Gflow for the alerts in Figure 3a.
In this example, we assume the three alerts in the graph
Gattr in Figure 3b to be assigned to the same cluster. Gflow
contains the IP addresses E, T and W as nodes and edges
from E and T to W , as the node with IP address W is
attacked by nodes with the addresses E and T .

Figure 4: Community clustering in the graph Gattr
GAC leverages the graph structure to identify and isolate
subgraphs of loosely coupled attacks. We use community
clustering, especially the Clique Percolation Method (CPM)
[14], to cut the connection between loosely coupled clusters.
CPM detects communities by searching for k-cliques, i.e.,
fully connected subgraphs of size k, that share k − 1 nodes.
This correlates well with the homogeneous inter-connections
among alerts in the Gattr . These result e.g. from distributed
attacks, which cause several alerts with similar attribute
patterns. Furthermore, k-clique communities can also reflect uncertainty in clustering as it allows to assign a node
to several communities, i.e. clusters. Although clusters then
potentially contain alerts of unrelated attacks as well, they
will more likely include all true positive alerts.

4.3

Context Supplementation

Input to this step are clusters of alerts that represent individual attack steps. The goal is now to characterize the
attack scenario of each cluster. For that, we look at the
communication patterns between attackers and victims. Especially distributed attacks such as DDoS, port scans, and
worms are of interest here, as they involve many systems at
the same time and thus result in a large number of different
alerts.
Most alerts in a cluster are usually similar to each other
and thus well interconnected in Gattr . Hence, such a graph
structure is inappropriate to identify attack scenarios. Thus,
per identified cluster Ci ∈ C, we establish a less dense Alert
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To identify attack scenarios, the node degrees in Gflow =
(V, E) are used. We give a scheme for distributed attacks
involving either multiple sources, destinations, or both in
Gflow . We can characterize nodes v ∈ V as follows: An
attacker has an outgoing degree ≥ 1 and a victim has an
incoming degree ≥ 1. Moreover, in distributed attack scenarios and multi-step attacks, a node can be attacker and
victim at the same time. We distinguish four attack scenarios as follows and as summarized in Table 2:
One-to-One (OtO): One source is attacking a single destination, which is a special case of the other scenarios.
One-to-Many (OtM): One source is attacking multiple destinations, e.g., scanning a subnet. Characteristic for all
alerts is the same attacking source IP.
Many-to-One (MtO): Multiple sources are attacking a single destination, e.g., in a DDoS attack. When attacking a
specific service, all related alerts might have the same destination IP and port.
Many-to-Many (MtM): Multiple sources and destinations
are involved, e.g., like in a worm spreading. Since such
worms spread by targeting a specific application, alerts in
this scenario will have at least the same destination ports.
We identify these scenarios by metrics that describe how
good a cluster Ci ∈ C matches one of the scenarios given
above. The four metrics δOtO , δOtM , δMtO , δMtM indicate the certainty between [0, 1] for a match with the scenarios OtO,
OtM, MtO, and MtM, respectively. We developed a concept
for these metrics to be 1 if a scenario matches perfectly and
that they are lower if the scenario and Ci do not match completely. Each metric consists out of three equally weighted
summands that describe the three ratios of attacker number
|A|, of target number |T |, and of the difference | |A| − |T | |
all to the expected value in the respective scenario. The formulas are constructed, so that there is a linear relationship
between the respective scenario matches completely (δ = 1)
or only partially (0 < δ < 1).
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A cluster that perfectly matches scenario OtO contains two
nodes |V | = 2, one target |T | = 1 and one attacker |A| =
1. In that case, all three summands for δOtO in Equation 2
become one. When more targets or attackers are involved
the metric degrades and converges towards zero. For the
scenario OtM, we expect one attacker and |V | − 1 targets,
which results in a difference of |V | − 2. Therefore, the first
summand of metric δOtM in Equation 2 becomes 1 if |A| =
1 and the second summand is 1 for |T | = |V | − 1. This
results in a difference between attackers and target of |V |−2.
δOtM becomes closer to 0, if there are more attackers or less
targets. Analogous, for the scenario MtO (δMtO in Equation 2)
we expect |V |−1 attackers and one target, which results in a
difference of |V | − 2. A perfectly matching MtM-cluster (δMtM
in Equation 2) needs to have |V | attackers and |V | targets,
so that the difference between them is zero.

δOtO

δOtM =

1
3

δMtO =

1
3

δMtM =

1
3




|V | − |A|
|V | − |T |
|V | − | |A| − |T | |
+
+
|V | − 1
|V | − 1
|V |


|V | − |A|
|T |
| |A| − |T | |
·
+
+
|V | − 1
|V | − 1
|V | − 2


|A|
|V | − |T |
| |A| − |T | |
·
+
+
|V | − 1
|V | − 1
|V | − 2


|A|
|T |
|V | − | |A| − |T | |
·
+
+
|V |
|V |
|V |
(2)

1
= ·
3

The highest metric determines the scenario and the corresponding label l ∈ L = {MtO, OtM, MtM, OtO}. The certainty of scenario identification and label assignment is δ =
max(δOtO , δOtM , δMtO , δMtM ).

4.4

Attack Interconnection

In the third and last step of our alert correlation process,
we are interested in the relations between individual attack
steps. For two attack steps Si , Sj ∈ S that are part of the
same multi-step attack Mi ∈ M, GAC potentially derived
two alert clusters Ci , Cj ∈ C from the Alert Similarity Graph
(cf. Section 4.2) that we need to assemble as multi-step
attack. First, all identified clusters C are transformed into a
directed labeled graph that we call Attack Similarity Graph
Gover = (C, E). An edge (Ci , Cj ) ∈ E is included in Gover if
the two clusters belong to the same multi-step attack.
GAC utilizes the labels li , lj ∈ L of the two clusters Ci , Cj ∈
C to derive a tag Many or One for the attackers and targets
(cf. Table 2). For example, when a cluster is labeled with
OtM, the set of attacking IPs is tagged with One and the set
of target IPs is tagged with Many.
Then, we compare the set of attackers from both clusters
(simAA ), the set of targets from both clusters (simTT ), the
set of attackers of Ci with the set of targets of Cj (simAT ),
and the set of attackers of Cj with the set of targets of Ci
(simTA ). For each of the four host comparisons, the host
sets X, Y can be attackers or targets. Their tags depend on
the tags of the clusters and on the specific comparison. We
propose to use one of the following metrics to calculate the
specific host similarity. First, the Jaccard metric J(X, Y ) =
X∩Y
is used when the two compared sets of hosts X, Y are
X∪Y
expected to be equal, i.e., both are tagged equally. Second,
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is used when one set
the overlap coefficient S(X, Y ) = X∩Y
X
of hosts X is expected to be part of the other set Y , i.e.,
their tags are different. In this case, X is the set that is
tagged with One and Y is the one tagged with Many.
When comparing two clusters Ci , Cj with each other, we
compute the four values as mentioned above and then take
the maximum of it sim = max{simAA , simTT , simAT , simTA }.
If sim exceeds a pre-defined threshold σ, an edge (Ci , Cj )
with label sim is added to Gover . This has to be done for all
cluster combinations from set C. As a result, Gover contains
the relations among all identified clusters that are above
threshold σ. Clusters as part of multi-step attacks then are
located on a path connecting them within this graph.

5.

EVALUATION

To evaluate our graph-based correlation algorithm GAC that
is presented in the last section, we split our evaluation into
two parts. The first part (Section 5.1) performs an in-depth
analysis on the inner working and behavior of GAC. The second part (Section 5.2) presents results from applying GAC
to real-world data. Both parts are performed with an implementation of GAC in python using igraph 1 and networkx 2
for graph representation and clustering.

5.1

Analysis of Individual Steps

In this section, we present evaluation results on the individual steps of GAC (cf. Section 4). For that, we use artificially
created data to have both the control and the ground truth
about the data that is used for the analysis of GAC. Only
by doing so, we can systematically analyze the behavior of
every step of our alert correlation algorithm. Section 5.2
will then apply GAC on real-world data, for which we, however, have no ground truth. In Section 5.1.1, we describe the
data and how we generated it as input for the experiments.
Section 5.1.2 evaluates the GAC algorithm with respect to
the performance of alert clustering, both regarding filtering
unrelated alerts and separating alerts from different attacks.
Section 5.1.3 evaluates the attack scenario identification of
GAC for distributed attacks. We conduct independent experiments for clustering and scenario identification to systematically analyze their robustness in general.

5.1.1

Artificial Alert Data for Analysis

Although we are aware of criticism of using artificial data [11],
we emphasize the difference that the scope of this paper is
not alert detection but alert correlation. Moreover, it is not
about generating a data set representative for the real-world,
but about generating input to analyze the effectiveness of
what the algorithm was designed for.
Input for the analysis of GAC consists out of alerts from
one or more artificial attacks. Depending on the process
step that is analyzed, the alert data is modified to generate
input variations for the experiment. As GAC is designed to
detect distributed attacks, we have to generate them. We
use the patterns of attacks according to Table 2 for attack
generation. This table defines which IPs and ports are equal
1
2

https://igraph.org/python/
http://networkx.github.io/
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for all alerts of the same attack and which are probably different and can be determined randomly. Since GAC requires
no knowledge about subnets and type of port, we use the full
IP (0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255) and port range (0 to 65535).
We then generate different kinds of attacks: In a horizontal Scan (OtM), one source targets several hosts on the same
destination port. In a DDoS attack (MtO), several sources
target the same IP and port combination from arbitrary
source ports. In a Worm (MtM) spreading, each host targets
a subset of other hosts on a fixed destination port.
We assume that several attacks happen at the same time
in the alert data used in the evaluation. Thus, we generate
alerts for several attacks independently and partially merge
them by mapping two systems from different sets to a single
system, i.e., replacing IP X from the first and IP Y from
the second alert set by a third IP Z. The overlapping parameter determines the fraction of IPs that overlap. This
input challenges alert clustering to isolate alerts into groups
of different attacks. In addition, in some experiments we
blur alert data via an blurring parameter β to create additional alerts that represent isolated single alerts or false
positives, e.g., as a result of an inaccurate sensor. Blurring
adds no alerts if β = 0 and adds more random alerts until
β = 1. We not only add additional alerts for the n existing
hosts in the alert data, but we also create alerts for new
hosts. We prepare two different sets of hosts that we want
to generate alerts for: one set of attacking and one set of
target hosts. Each of them is assembled from up to β · n
existing hosts and up to β · n new hosts. Pairwise for the
next attacker and target in both sets, an alert is added until
an alert is generated for every host in both sets. As a result,
on average we add β · n new hosts and 1.23 · β · n new alerts.
To evaluate the process step of scenario identification we
create separate data sets. Each of them contains a single
attack plus additional alerts as false positives (via blurring
parameter) in form of a cluster to simulate an inaccurate
clustering or an inaccurate sensor. The specific parameterization to generate the alert data used in our evaluation, is
described in more detail together with the results.

5.1.2

Alert Clustering in Alert Similarity Graph

First, we take a closer look at the graph Gattr (cf. Section
4.2) and the clustering of alerts to attack steps. The minimum similarity threshold τ is used to filter edges in Gattr .
We choose τ = 0.25 as this is the minimal value at which
related alerts stay connected for attacks in Table 2. On
the filtered graph, community clustering is applied to potentially result in one cluster per attack (step). For that, we
investigate the clique size parameter k that determines the
minimum community size. In particular, we are interested
in how to choose k to achieve best clustering performance.
Technically, the clustering method CPM requires clique size
k ≥ 2. And obviously, it should be k ≤ |Gattr |, i.e., not
larger than the number alerts in the graph, to allow mining
of any cluster. More specific, k should not be larger than the
number alerts from the smallest attack, i.e., min(|Si |) ∈ S.
The following experiments investigate the performance between the lower and upper bound of the range k ∈ [2, |Gattr |].
Apart from showing how graph-based clustering performs,
we also compare ourselves to a similar approach that we re-
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fer to as Attribute-oriented Induction (AoI) [6] (cf. Section
3). AoI is an efficient algorithm to find attribute patterns in
a set of alerts to establish clusters of minimum size k, similar to GAC that employs community clustering and forms
cliques of at least size k. In the following experiments, we
report the average results across 16 runs.
Metrics: For alert filtering and attack isolation (cf. Section
4.2), we did not find any metric that reflects the clustering
performance to both challenges appropriately. Therefore, we
propose two novel methods for evaluating both challenges
individually. We explain how to incorporate the standard
+T N
that compares the ground
metric accuracy ACC = T P
P +N
truth to one identified cluster.
Alert filtering accuracy should only consider the union of
alerts in
S
S all identified clusters as detected attacks DA =
union of alerts in original attacks as
Ci ∈C
c∈Ci c and the
S
S
ground truth GT = Si ∈S s∈Si s. The accuracy is used to
evaluate the performance of DA modeling GT by comparing
these two sets of alerts.
Attack isolation accuracy should evaluate the performance
of C modeling S. It describes a correct grouping with respect to all original attacks and clusters of alerts. As the
accuracy ACC can only compare one attack and one cluster, we break the comparison down to individual pairs of
C and S. Our methods aims to find which original attack
Ci ∈ C models which alert cluster Sj ∈ S best. The accuracy ACC is calculated for every possible combination and
a mapping between Ci ∈ C and Sj ∈ S is derived under the
constraint that each attack and cluster can only be mapped
once. A greedy algorithm creates a mapping such that either only single attacks or single clusters are left unmapped.
A accuracy of 0 is defined for any unmapped cluster or attack, respectively. The total accuracy is then the average
accuracy for all mapped and unmapped attacks or clusters,
respectively.
Clustering alerts from single attacks: Figure 5 illustrates the clustering results for alerts from an unmodified
DDoS attack, in which 10 hosts attack one target. The alert
set consists out of 500 alerts, so 50 alerts are generated per
source on average. Therefore, the accuracy for alert filtering
(Figure 5a) and the attack isolation (Figure 5b) drops to
zero for k > 500 for both our community clustering (CPM)
in GAC and AoI. For lower values, AoI tries to mine clusters
while generalizing as few attributes as possible. If an AoI
cluster, i.e., attribute pattern, itself consists of many smaller
patterns, AoI will report these smaller clusters if k allows.
This behavior is a problem when using AoI on alerts from
distributed attacks, e.g., when each source in a DDoS attack
causes multiple alerts. This is the reason why the attack isolation accuracy of AoI is below 0.3 for k ≤ 60 and why the
alert filtering accuracy of AoI drops for 60 ≤ k ≤ 75. Community clustering, instead, can combine these smaller clusters, i.e., k-cliques, to communities and therefore achieves
an accuracy of 100% for both filtering and isolation.
The advantage of community clustering, therefore, is that
it potentially works even though k is much lower than the
smallest attack. However, k has to be high enough to filter
noise and to split alerts of loosely coupled attacks. We will
investigate this in the next experiment.
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Figure 5: Accuracy for clustering alerts from a DDoS attack depending on clustering parameter k
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Figure 6: Accuracy for clustering alerts from overlapping attacks depending on clustering parameter k

Clustering alerts from overlapping attacks: The clustering results for three attacks overlapping 30% of their IP
addresses are plotted in Figure 6. There is one DDoS with
80 alerts, one Scan with 80 alerts and one worm for 20 hosts
with a spread factor of 0.7 (266 alerts on average). Other
experiments showed a linear dependency of the clustering
parameter k on the presence of false positive alerts. Because
of space constraints, we omit a detailed analysis on the influence of additional alerts on requiring k to be increased to
filter false positives. Thus, experiments here are performed
without blurring. The accuracy of alert filtering (Figure 6a)
and attack isolation (Figure 6b) are plotted depending on
the parameter k. Community clustering (CPM) has an alert
filtering accuracy of 100% for 3 ≤ k ≤ 80, i.e., for any k that
is less or equal than the smallest attack size. The range of k
to achieve an accuracy of attack isolation of (almost) 100%
is different for the lower bound and requires 24 ≤ k ≤ 80.
Values for k ≤ 24 make the CPM to merge alerts of different
attack steps into one cluster because of the overlapping IP
addresses. We achieve at least equal accuracy like AoI in the
first place and can even cluster all attacks correctly. This
is because we achieve 100% accuracy for alert filtering and
attack isolation for the same values of k. AoI instead has its
maximum accuracy of 73% for alert filtering at k = 8 and
38% for attack isolation at k = 18 Thus, choosing a value
for k in AoI is always a balance between good alert filtering
or attack isolation.
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Our results for alert clustering of overlapping distributed attacks indicates that (1) GAC achieves higher accuracy than
AoI and (2) the clustering parameter k allows to achieve
these high accuracy for a wide range of the parameter.

5.1.3

Scenario Identification on Alert Flow Graphs

GAC classifies attacks represented in the form of clustered
alerts as OtO, OtM, MtO, or MtM (cf. Section 4.3). Such an attack characterization must be error tolerant, because there
might be false positives or false negatives when clustering
alerts. For that, we designed scenario metrics δOtO , δOtM , δMtO ,
δMtM that represent the confidence in the respective scenarios
to identify a clustered alert set. As defined in our classification algorithm (cf. Section 4.3), the metric with maximum
value determines the scenario label.
In the following experiments, we evaluate the robustness of
attack scenario identification on the basis of artificially created attacks on which we apply blurring (cf. Section 5.1.1)
to simulate false positives in clustering. We try to identify
the scenarios of a DDoS attack with 300 attackers, a scan attack with 300 targets, and a worm attack with 75 hosts and
spreading factor 0.7. For one repetition of an experiment,
the three resultant attack clusters are each blurred with a
specific parameter β. We present two different types of evaluations for the scenario identification of the three blurred
attack variants. In the first one, we calculate and evaluate
the scenario metrics for OtO, OtM, MtO, and MtM individually.
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Figure 7: Attack classification with individual scenario metrics depending on minimum certainty threshold δ 0

In the second one, the attack variants are classified by GAC
and the highest scenario metric among OtO, OtM, MtO, and
MtM labels the attack.
Individual Scenario Labels: The attack variations are
generated with a blurring factor drawn from a normal distribution with its parameters location µ and scale σ. Figure 7
shows two plots to evaluate the performance of the scenario
identification based on individual scenario labels. Instead
of using the highest scenario metric among OtO, OtM, MtO,
and MtM to label the attack, we define a minimum certainty
threshold δ 0 . We calculate all four scenario metrics δOtO , δOtM ,
δMtO , δMtM and label an attack with the all scenarios that have
a respective metric above δ 0 . Thus, an attack can be labeled
with between zero and up to four labels.
In the first experiment, we define a true positive classification as an attack that was assigned the correct label, even
if the attack has additional labels assigned. Any incorrect
labeling of an attack counts as a false positive. These definitions are used to calculate the True Positive Rate (TPR) and
False Positive Rate (FPR). For high values of δ 0 , we require
a high confidence in the identified scenario. Hence, we can
expect less wrong classifications and therefore a low FPR.
However, some attacks might not perfectly fit our scenario
definitions and are not labeled at all. Thus, a lower TPR is
expected. When we assume low values of δ 0 , we expect both
a high TPR and FPR.
The concrete relation between TPR and FPR is illustrated
in Figure 7a, which plots a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. It is used for the analysis of the minimum
similarity threshold δ 0 to analyze its effect on the true positives and false positives. The curve plots the TPR depending
on the FPR for blurring factors drawn from three different
normal distributions. A diagonal curve would indicate a random classification. The result plot, however, clearly shows
that using δ 0 as classification parameter indicates good classification performance. The point nearest to the upper left
corner is yield for δ 0 of value 0.50, 0.54, and 0.50 for the specific blurring variants. From the plot we can see that lower
values for δ 0 massively increase the FPR of the individual
metrics while the TPR already is ≈ 0.9.
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In the second experiment for individual scenario labels, we
change the definition of true and false positives. For the calculation of the True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive
Rate (FPR), we define a true positive classification as an
attack that was assigned the correct but no additional label.
Thus, we require an unambiguous identification with the
correct scenario. If more than one scenario metric is higher
than the minimum required δ 0 at the same time, there is no
true positive classification but also no false positive classifications for the respective attack.
The evaluation with the new definitions are illustrated in
Figure 7b, which plots the TPR and FPR depending on the
minimum certainty threshold δ 0 used for classification. The
curve is calculated for blurring with parameters µ = 0.0 and
σ = 0.1. On this data set, we achieve a low FPR (≤ 0.045)
and an acceptable TPR (≤ 0.85).
The experiment shows that the certainty factor δ in the attack scenario identification helps to tolerate errors in the
previous clustering block without a significant increase of
the FPR. Furthermore, good performance requires δ ≥ 0.7.
Most Certain Scenario Label: In the following experiments, we use the exact definition of scenario classification
as defined by GAC, which is that the highest scenario metric
among δOtO , δOtM , δMtO , δMtM determines the respective scenario
of an attack.
The first experiment investigates the performance of scenario identification in presence of inaccurate clustering. To
simulate this, we vary the blurring parameter β in between
zero and one in steps of 0.01. The complete experiment is
executed 100 times, such that for every value of β, we generate 100 blurred variants of the three attacks. This is necessary because blurring introduces randomness when generating false positive alerts for a specific value of the blurring
parameter. The True Positive Rate (TPR) and the False
Positive Rate (FPR) depending on β are plotted in Figure
8a as well as the average certainty δ. The figure shows that
scenario identification in GAC can completely tolerate false
positive alerts, i.e., still achieve 100% accuracy, to some extend. It also shows that it can be TPR = 1 and the FPR
= 0, even though the certainty δ < 1. The TPR starts
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Figure 8: Classification of attacks with highest scenario metric depending on false positive alerts

to decrease once the blurring parameter exceeds β ≥ 0.3.
During the experiment, we have observed that classifying
DDoS and scan attacks is more sensitive to blurring than
classifying worm attacks. When δ = 1, the metric δMtO for a
DDoS attack is 0.52, while the metric δMtM for a worm attack
is 0.79. As a consequence of the bias towards δMtM , blurred
worm attacks are always successfully identified as MtM. On
overage, the certainty δ in identifying the three attacks over
the 100 repetitions drops to 0.73 in Figure 8a. The TPR
drops to 0.50 and the FPR stays below 0.17.

on a global level. This system is called DShield3 and collects network incident logs, i.e., alerts, from various contributors. Every alert in DShield contains the IP and port of
the source and the target, among others. However, the target IP is hashed for anonymity reasons. For this real-world
evaluation, we correlate DShield alerts from the days given
in Table 3. The table summarizes each set by the number
of alerts per day, from both last and this year to enable a
representative view, and additionally reports the number of
distinct attacking and targeted IP addresses.

In the second experiment, we ask about the expected accuracy when a scenario is identified with a specific certainty
δ. For this reason, we blur the three attacks with a random
β ∈ [0, 1] and repeat this with a different β 10000 times.
The average accuracy, i.e., fraction of correct classifications,
over all repetitions was 80%. Figure 8b however plots the
average accuracy depending on the certainty δ. During the
repetitions, the scenario classifications were grouped in bins
of 0.01 regarding their resultant certainty δ and the average accuracy is calculated per bin. In the figure we see the
range of actually calculated certainties was in [0.56, 1] and
we achieved always 100% when the certainty δ ≥ 0.91, which
is the case for 20% of the attack clusters. 53% of the clusters
have been classified with a certainty δ ≥ 0.79. The average
accuracy for classifications with this certainty was 90%.

Our alert correlation algorithm performs on a finite set of
alerts, not on an alert stream. Therefore, we split the data
sets of 24 hours into chunks, each being a separate input to
an individual processing with GAC. Our experience shows
that chunks of 5000 subsequent alerts are a reasonable size
as complexity increases heavily with graph size. However,
because of the chunks, we can process the data set in parallel.
We use 16 workers in parallel on a system with 2×8 2.2 GHz
cores and 128 GB RAM. With this setup, it takes on average
1 to 1.5 minutes per chunk depending on the data set.
Table 3: Days of DShield sets and their statistics
Set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The experiments show that the majority of attacks can be
correctly classified even in worst-case situations. Also, false
positives are expected only in scenarios with high uncertainty.

5.2

Alerts
4517498
7238861
5825579
5125589
3668198
3937357
4138175

Sources
395872
443981
427718
406530
281690
345382
329108

Targets
100675
116965
116835
100053
17531
17497
17155

Real-World Results

We are now evaluating the performance of GAC on realworld data. Therefore, we apply the full algorithm to the
data sets as introduced in Section 5.2.1. The results are
presented in Sections 5.2.2 - 5.2.4.

5.2.1

Day
2016-08-22
2016-08-23
2016-08-24
2016-08-25
2017-08-11
2017-08-12
2017-08-13

Real-World Alert Data Set

The SANS Internet Storm Center operates a communitybased collaborative monitoring system for Internet threats
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As in Section 5.1, we use GAC with the parameter τ = 0.25
to require at least one of four attributes to be equal between
two alerts. CPM is based on the clique size k = 15 such
that the smallest attack consists out of 15 similar alerts to
filter false positive alerts. Next, we present the application
of GAC to these DShield data sets. The results represent
the aggregation over all chunks of the specific day. First, the
clustering performance is presented. Then, we show results
3

https://www.dshield.org/
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5.2.2

Clustering

The outcome of clustering has two properties that are important to evaluate. First, the alerts that are not clustered
and second, the grouping of the remaining into clusters. Table 4 shows a classification for the assignment of alerts and
the fraction of nodes per class. An alert with assignment
None was filtered and therefore not considered further. The
assignment Multi is specific for the CPM clustering and describes alerts that are grouped into more than one cluster.
Table 4 furthers shows the number of clusters as well as the
average size and standard deviation among the clusters.
Table 4: Clustering statistics for DShield

Set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Assignment
None Multi
0.70% 9.33%
0.84% 6.42%
0.90% 7.33%
0.71% 9.70%
1.56% 21.22%
1.37% 21.72%
1.38% 19.67%

Clusters
25111
31242
27235
29654
44664
49188
47289

Cluster Size
Avg
Std
195.83 776.88
244.94 871.69
228.02 836.50
188.71 754.80
98.62 459.29
96.67 452.65
103.78 477.97

The low fraction of unassigned alerts shows that GAC encompasses almost all alerts in its results. This is expected
because the nature of distributed attacks causes a lot of
alerts, whereas a targeted attack like advanced persistent
threat (APT) causes only few alerts which are distributed
along a large time frame. The large amount of clusters and
the high standard deviation is because of the many different clusters and shows that GAC is not limited to a specific
form of clusters.

5.2.3

Attack Scenario Identification

At this stage of GAC, each cluster is analyzed to detect
the attack scenario. Table 5 describes the median value
that was used as certainty δ, its average value, and standard
deviation. The table also shows the fraction of clusters that
are identified as OtO, OtM, and MtO.
Table 5: Scenario identification statistics for DShield

Set
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Certainty Factor δ
Med Avg
Std
1.0
0.918 0.143
1.0
0.911 0.147
1.0
0.909 0.147
1.0
0.923 0.140
1.0
0.922 0.142
1.0
0.930 0.137
1.0
0.927 0.140

OtO
12.50%
14.53%
14.65%
11.37%
13.84%
12.32%
13.16%

Scenario
OtM
20.75%
24.79%
22.63%
21.18%
18.37%
16.89%
17.56%

MtO
66.75%
60.68%
62.73%
67.45%
67.79%
70.79%
69.28%

From the certainty factor δ in Table 5 we can derive that the
majority of values is expected to be between 1 and 0.75. This
allows a high confidence in the identification, as Section 5.1.3
showed that this range achieves good results in theory. We
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manually verified a sample of labels. Most of the time, clusters whose certainty in scenario identification is δ < 0.75 are
caused by alerts with same destination port. The Alert Flow
Graph then usually consists out of several unconnected components, where groups of IPs appear to represent unrelated
attacks without any connection among them apart from the
same destination port. When these clusters consist out of
small components with a few hosts each, they are tagged
with OtO. If they additionally include a large component of
many hosts, this component usually follows the properties
of OtM or MtO and the cluster is tagged respectively. We
did not observe any worm-like attacks, i.e., MtM, because the
hashed target IPs in DShield prevents to have unique identifiers for hosts independent whether they are attacker or
target. However, we were able to label every cluster and the
majority of scenarios (> 85%) were identified as OtM or MtO.

5.2.4

Multi-Step Detection

The last stage of GAC assembles multi-stage attacks, i.e.,
calculates the similarity of IP addresses among the clusters
to reveal relations between attacks. We illustrate the result
in Figure 9 in form of a CDF plot. It shows the value distribution of the inter-cluster similarity. All sets show similar
results. We included the sets 1, 4, and 5 in the figure.
CDF of inter-cluster similarity values
1
0.8
0.6
CDF

of attack scenario identification and afterwards we present
the outcome of multi-step detection.

0.4
Set 1
Set 4
Set 5

0.2
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Similarity

Figure 9: Cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of similarity values during the multi-step detection
in the DShield sets
From the plot we see that inter-cluster similarity is in almost
all cases either 1 or < 0.5. Any two clusters rarely have a
similarity ≥ 0.5 and < 1. So we can say that if two clusters
have a high similarity, i.e., above 0.5, it is most probably
1. Despite the low value of about 5% high inter-cluster similarities, it shows that we can detect significant overlap in
attacks with probably high precision. This is expected because it eases human analysis by pointing out these multistage attacks. In the DShield data sets, high similarities
are usually caused by clusters that have both high similarity among attackers (simAA ) and victims (simVV ). We note
that potentially not all multi-step attacks could be detected
because the hashed target IP addresses in the data sets prevent to identify hosts that are both attacked and themselves
attackers.

5.3

Discussion and Limitations

We conclude the evaluation of GAC with a discussion of the
experiment results and the limitations of the approach. We
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do this regarding the complexity and required resources as
well as regarding the accuracy for specific applications.
The Clique Percolation Method (CPM) used for community
clustering is a resource intensive task. Current implementations of this method do not scale well with the size of
the input graph. This is why we processes large alert sets
in chunks of up to 5000 consecutive alerts. This limits the
number of nodes in our Alert Similarity Graph Gattr to 5000.
Depending on how many alerts are similar the each other,
i.e., how dense the graph is, the clustering might take 20
minutes on individual chunks. To compensate this, we have
used parallel processing of individual chunks to increase the
clustering throughput. This allows to constantly analyze
a stream of alerts but leaves the delay until the results are
available as a limitation. Another limitation, especially compared to simpler clustering algorithms such as AoI [6], is that
GAC has an increased demand on the memory, i.e., RAM.
Once the clustering is done, there is a more relaxed resource
demand for the classification of attacks. The Alert Flow
Graph Gflow itself might require a bit more memory than the
alerts, however, the calculation of the scenario metrics can
be calculated very fast. Using only the relevant information
of each cluster, linking attack steps can be done efficiently
with respect to CPU and RAM.
With community clustering, we found a method that allows
a flexible definition of alert clusters. While other approaches
such as [6, 26] form clusters based on attribute patterns,
GAC does not enforce common attributes among all alerts
in a cluster. This allows us to cluster alerts from a broader
range of attacks as long as a sufficient amount of alerts are
similar. GAC also overcomes the problem that we have seen
with AoI during the experiments. Especially for distributed
attacks, it might happen that correlation algorithms from
related work split the actual attack up into smaller clusters,
one for each individual attacker.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed GAC, an alert correlation algorithm that implements the three building blocks alert clustering, context supplementation, and attack interconnection
with a graph-based approach. The community clustering parameter k works well for a wide range of values, especially
for clustering alerts from distributed attacks. We outperform Attribute-oriented Induction, an efficient and powerful
correlation algorithm proposed by Julisch [6], when it comes
to distributed multi-step attacks.
We have evaluated how to identify distributed attack scenarios based on the node-degree among the hosts involved
in malicious communication. The heuristic identification of
attack scenarios with the certainty δ has a low false positive
rate in theory. In the analysis of real alert data, the scenario
of ≈ 80% of the attacks have been identified with a certainty
of ≥ 75%. This shows that alert analysis can significantly be
eased by identifying distributed attacks with GAC. The interconnection of real attacks yield only low fraction of pairs
that have high similarity among the hosts. The majority of
similarities between two attacks is low and therefore most
probably indicate unrelated attacks.
For future work, we plan to develop (semi-)automated meth-
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ods for the clustering parameter k. Since GAC works on a
finite set of alerts, we have seen large attacks whose alerts
have been split to consecutive inputs. Thus, we want to
investigate how to achieve a correlation of the outputs of
different GAC instances. This would make GAC applicable
for alert correlation within a collaborative and highly distributed IDS without a central correlation unit. Moreover,
to protect privacy in a collaborative IDS, we would like to
combine such a distributed version of GAC with anonymous
publish-subscribe approaches like [2, 3].

7.
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ABSTRACT
Data streams are prone to various forms of concept drift
over time including, for instance, changes to the relevance
of features. This specific kind of drift is known as feature
drift and requires techniques tailored not only to determine
which features are the most important but also to take advantage of them. Feature selection has been studied and
shown to improve classifier performance in standard batch
data mining, yet it is mostly unexplored in data stream mining. This paper presents a novel method of feature subset selection specialized for dealing with the occurrence of feature
drifts called Iterative Subset Selection (ISS), which splits the
feature selection process into two stages by first ranking the
features using some scoring function, and then iteratively selecting feature subsets using this ranking. This work further
extends upon our prior work by exploring feeding information from the subset selection stage back into the ranking
process. Applying our method to the Naı̈ve Bayes and kNearest Neighbour classifier, we obtain compelling accuracy
improvements when compared to existing works.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Supervised learning
by classification; Online learning settings; Feature
selection; •General and reference → Experimentation;
Evaluation; •Information systems → Data streams;

Keywords
Data Stream Mining; Feature Selection; Concept Drift; Embedded Feature Selection; Iterative Subset Selection; Backward Feature Elimination;

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many information systems are fed with potentially infinite and continuously generated sequential data.
Examples of streaming data include posts on social meCopyright is held by the authors. This work is based on an earlier work: SAC’18 Proceedings of the 2018 ACM Symposium
on Applied Computing, Copyright 2018 ACM 978-1-4503-5191-1.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3167132.3167188
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dia, data generated by wearable gadgets, and stock market trades. Motivated by these and several other applications, the data mining community has shifted its attention
to streaming scenarios, where novel techniques are proposed
every year. Many of the current developments tackle the
transient characteristics of data streams, i.e., often the underlying function that maps instances to classes changes over
time, thus giving rise to a phenomenon called concept drift.
In this paper, we focus on a specific kind of concept drift:
feature drift. A feature drift occurs whenever a feature becomes, or ceases to be, relevant to class determination. Recent studies on this topic [6, 7, 4] have shown that the number of techniques that can dynamically determine which features are the most important over time, and that can also
take advantage of this information, is rather small currently.
We introduce a novel method for feature selection called
Iterative Subset Selection (ISS), which seeks to deal with
such feature drifting scenarios. Our proposal is an embedded
feature selection method, where the feature selection process
is a part of the classification model construction process. We
evaluate the effectiveness of ISS at addressing the effects of
drift with two well known and widely used classifiers: kNearest Neighbours and Naı̈ve Bayes. Additionally, we also
evaluate our proposed algorithm against existing works on
the topic, highlighting its effectiveness and efficiency.
This paper is an extended version of a work previously presented at the SAC 2018 conference in Pau, France [27]. We
expand upon the previous work by investigating the algorithm’s ability to correctly select the true number of relevant
features. We also introduce and exploring a new method of
feature ranking which utilizes information from the classification model.
This work is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the
task of data stream classification, while Section 3 details
the type of drift we wish to tackle: feature drifts. Section
4 surveys related works on feature drift adaptation, which
are later used during the empirical analysis. Section 5 introduces and details our proposed algorithm. Section 6 contains
our extension to the previously presented work and discusses
a new ranking method. Our assessment of the algorithm is
presented in Section 7. Finally, Sections 8 and 9 provides
directions for future work and the conclusions drawn, respectively.
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2. DATA STREAM CLASSIFICATION
Learning from ephemeral sequences of data comprises all
the problems of conventional batch learning including missing values, noise, class imbalance, and sparsity. On top of
that, it introduces further difficulties such as single-pass processing, limited computational resources, and concept drifts
[17].
In this paper we focus on the classification task, which regards learning and updating predictive models over time.
Let S denote a data stream providing instances in the it =
(~xt , y t ) form, where t is its arrival time stamp, ~xt is a vector of features from the entire feature set X and y t ∈ Y its
class. To denote the ith feature of an instance ~xt , we will use
the Xi notation, while ~xti denotes the value of this feature
for an instance ~xt , where t is dropped if unnecessary. Our
ultimate goal in classification is to learn and update a model
h : X → Y over time, upon the arrival of instances from S.
In streaming scenarios, instances are processed sequentially
by the classifier as they arrive, and discarded after processing. Although there is no restriction against buffering
and processing instances periodically, this must not jeopardize computational resources. This is important since main
memory is finite and its usage must be optimized so that
classifiers and their buffers fit into this limited space. Processing time per instance must also be limited. If not, arriving instances will be enqueued until the system crashes due
to the lack of memory. Lastly, since data streams are inherently temporal, they are also expected to be ephemeral: the
underlying function mapping instances to classes is likely to
change, thus giving rise to a phenomenon named concept
drift [23].

3. FEATURE DRIFT
As described in the seminal work of Widmer [23], data streams
are susceptible to different types of drifts, including: (i)
changes in the characteristic feature values, (ii) evolution
of the value domains of features over time, (iii) features that
were once important and that now may become meaningless
or the other way around, and so on. In this paper, we tackle
the above-emphasized type of drift, called feature drift. A
feature drift occurs when a subset of features becomes, or
ceases to be, relevant to the learning task [6].
To formalize feature drifts, we must first be able to discern
between relevant and irrelevant features [29]. Given the entire feature set X, and subsets Si = X \ {Xi }, then a feature
Xi is relevant iff Definition 1 holds; otherwise, it is said to
be irrelevant.
Definition 1. A feature Xi is relevant iff ∃Si′ ⊂ Si , such
that P [Y |Xi , Si′ ] > P [Y |Si′ ] holds.
Following the previous definition, if an arbitrary relevant feature is removed, then it will result in a reduction of overall
prediction power, because (i) it alone is strongly correlated
with the class, or (ii) it forms a feature subset with other
features that together are correlated with the class (this concept is commonly referred as feature interaction [18]).
A feature drift occurs whenever a subset of features becomes,
or ceases to be, relevant to class prediction. Given X at a
timestamp t, we are able to select the ground-truth relevant
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features X ∗ ⊆ X such that ∀Xi ∈ X ∗ Definition 1 holds and
∀Xj ∈ X \ X ∗ the same condition does not. A feature drift
then occurs if, at a timespan between ti and tj = ti + ∆, X ∗
at ti differs from X ∗ at tj .
Like other types of drift, changes in the relevant subset of
features X ∗ affect the ground-truth decision boundary. Ideally, we expect classification models to detect and adapt
to changes in X ∗ , while changes may be (i) radical, where
the classifier would forget its entire model and learn from
scratch; or (ii) more slowly paced, where its model would be
gradually updated given drifts [21].

4. RELATED WORK
Determining which features are relevant has been widely discussed in batch learning. However, the same cannot be said
about learning in streaming environments. Recently, the
surveys of [5, 6] highlighted that there are few works that
explicitly tackle the problem of drifting features, and these
basically consist of decision trees [13], rule learning [3] and
ensembles [2, 21]. Furthermore, [6] provides a comprehensive evaluation of some stream classifiers, concluding that a
single adaptive decision tree, namely the Hoeffding Adaptive Tree (HAT) [9], was the best performing classifier over
all w.r.t. the trade-off between classification rate, processing time and memory usage. The HAT is an extension to
the incremental Very Fast Decision Tree classifier [13], which
uses the ADWIN drift detector [8] inside decision nodes to
monitor the internal error rates of the tree. If a feature that
is being used by a decision node becomes irrelevant, one
would expect the error rate to increase, and ADWIN will
flag a change. Consequently, the affected decision node will
reset the entire sub-tree, replace the irrelevant split with a
better one, potentially identifying and selecting a newly relevant attribute, and restart growing a new sub-tree. This
allows the HAT classifier to detect and overcome feature
drifts quickly and effectively.
More recently, the authors of [7] proposed a dynamic weighting scheme for the problem of classification over data streams.
In that work, the estimation of the discriminative power of
each feature is updated using a sliding window approach.
Feature evaluation was performed using the Symmetrical
Uncertainty scoring operator. The discriminative power of
each feature was used as a weighting factor in the prediction process of both k-Nearest Neighbours and Naı̈ve Bayes
classifiers, which resulted in useful accuracy gains, at the expense of a reasonable amount of additional processing time
and memory usage. The same authors proposed in [4] the
use of the same incremental operators for performing actual
feature selection with a method called DISCUSS. The results obtained show that DISCUSS is able to improve kNN
and Naive Bayes learners in scenarios where the relationship between features and the class are mild, meaning that
no higher-order interactions exist.
An algorithm called INTERACT, similar to our proposed
method, has been proposed in [28]. The main differences
between ISS compared to INTERACT are that ISS wraps
around and embeds the feature selection process into the
classifier to select feature subsets and that ISS is incremental.
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that feature drifts have also
been recently investigated in the context of regression, such
as in the work of [14]. However, regression is outside the
scope of the work presented here.

5. ITERATIVE SUBSET SELECTION
A naı̈ve brute force approach to the problem of identifying
irrelevant features in a stream would be: “for every new instance arriving in the stream, exhaustively search through
every possible subset of features, evaluate each of these subsets using some goodness of fit criterion, and select the features of the best performing subset”. Such an algorithm
can implicitly deal with changes in feature relevance as the
classification for each example is independent. In practice,
however, such an algorithm would be unfeasible as it would
be extremely inefficient and prohibitively expensive, regardless of working in a batch or in a streaming setting.
Our proposed method improves upon this naı̈ve approach:
features are first ranked using a scoring function, based on
the existing batch feature selection method called ESFS [15,
25]. By doing this, only a limited linear number of subsets is
evaluated. We embed the method into the classifier and use
it directly as our goodness criterion. Sections 5.1 and 5.2
detail the ranking and subset selection steps, while Sections
5.3 and 5.4 show how these steps are embedded within kNN
and Naı̈ve Bayes, respectively.

5.1

Ranking

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the ranking of features. Initially, the relevance of each feature is determined
by individually and independently evaluating the feature
w.r.t. class prediction, using some scoring function. Features are sorted by their discriminating power using the
score, allowing for irrelevant features to be filtered out; only
the top f number of features (where f is a parameter) are
kept for use in the next stage of subset selection, whereas
features below the top f ranks are ignored. In general, it is
recommended to set f to cover most, if not all features in
the stream, so the method is able to adapt to drastic drifts.
Smaller f values reduce the search space and can be used if
there exists knowledge of the nature of features in the data
stream before evaluation. Rankings are recomputed periodically every r instances to reduce computational load, using
a sliding window of instances, resulting in each ranking being independent. Thus the method is able to implicitly deal
with drift as only new instances in the window are used.
The use of prior knowledge was also explored in using information from the subset selection stage to scale the scores
generated by the ranking function. This is discussed in more
detail later in Section 6. The three ranking functions used in
this work are the Average Euclidean Distance, Information
Gain, and Symmetric Uncertainty [24].
Average Euclidean Distance (AED) is a simple ranking function based on the idea that after normalization, features which have the most influence on the decision of the
class value will be on average further apart when plotted in
Euclidean space. For example, for the problem of identifying the gender of adult Mallard ducks we would expect the
colour of a duck’s head hair to on average be far apart be-
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Algorithm 1 Ranking of features
Input:
W : Window of Stream instances
R: Scoring function
Output:
r: List of features sorted by best to worst score
1: function RankFeatures(W ,R)
2:
S←∅
3:
for all Feature f in W do
4:
for all Instance w ∈ W do
5:
Sf ← Sf + R(wf )
6:
end for
7:
end for
8:
Sort(S)
9:
return S
10: end function
tween male duck examples and female duck examples when
plotted in euclidean space, as only male ducks grow green
head hair baring genetic defects. For another feature, say
the size of the duck, we would expect there to be on average
less distance between adult males and females as a wider
variety of factors can influence the size of the duck other
than the gender, such as nutrition, environment, or genetics; whereas gender is the sole determinant for whether a
adult Mallard duck grows green head hair. The calculation
of AED is different depending on whether an attribute is
nominal or numeric, while not requiring discretization as
the other ranking functions. The numeric formula of AED
is given in Equation 1, where Xi is a numeric attribute in a
stream with L classes, Nc (Xi ) is the number of times that
the class value c appeared in the window with a valid value
for X, where M V is the mean value given by Equation 2,
and Xcn is the value of X for the n-th instance with a class
value of c.

AEDnum (Xi ) =

s

X

(MV(Xc ) − MV(Xj ))2

(1)

0≤c<j<L

MV(Xc ) =

Nc (X)
X
1
Xcn
Nc (X) n=0

(2)

The AED formula for a nominal attribute is defined by
Equation 3, where Xi is a nominal attribute with V categories in a stream with L number of known classes, Xcv is
the number of instances with a c-th class label and variable
value v, and Cc (Xi ) is the total number of instances with a
label c with a valid (non-missing) value for Xi .

AEDnom (Xi ) =

P

0≤c<j<L

"

1
V

V
P

v=0

r

Xcv
Cc (Xi )

−

Xjv
Cj (Xi )

2

#

(3)

Information Gain (IG), a synonym for the KullbackLeibler divergence [19], is a widely used measure in machine
learning and data mining. It measures the reduction of entropy by the introduction of a variable. As it is only possible to calculate Information Gain for nominal attributes,
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discretization is required for numeric attributes. The discretization algorithm used in this work was PiD [16], a single
pass discretization algorithm specialized for data streams.
The formula used to calculate IG for an attribute Xi and a
class attribute Y is defined as follows:
IG(Y |Xi ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |Xi )

(4)

where H(Xi ) is the entropy for an attribute Xi with N distinct values is given by the following formula:

H(Xi ) =

N
X

−P (Xi = xj ) log P (Xi = xj )

(5)

j=0

and H(Y |Xi ) is the conditional entropy, given by:

H(Y |Xi ) =

N
X

p(xj )H(Y |Xi = xj )

(6)

j=0

Symmetric Uncertainty (SU) is a normalized version of
Information Gain, and has been shown to give good performance for feature selection [26]. Its main advantage over
Information Gain is that it overcomes the bias in the data
(when there is significantly more or less of some class/classes
than others). Again, Symmetric Uncertainty can only be
calculated for nominal attributes, and thus, discretization is
required for numeric attributes. The formula for Symmetric
Uncertainty for an attribute X with the class attribute Y is
is defined as follows:

SU(X, Y ) =

5.2

IG(X|Y )
H(X) + H(Y )

(7)

Subset Selection

As streaming environments require algorithms to be fast,
so to keep up with the stream, an exhaustive search of all
combinations like the one mentioned in the aforementioned
naı̈ve method is out of the question. Therefore, we utilize the
ranking to reduce the search space and Backward Feature
Elimination [24] to select the best feature subset. As a consequence, we limit the search to a maximum of f iterations,
meaning that the growth of the number of evaluations is
linear in f rather than exponential, thus also avoiding a potential combinatorial explosion. Backward Elimination is selected over Forward Selection due to its potential for a slight
optimisation for the k-Nearest Neighbour classifier while giving the same results. This is discussed in more detail in
Section 5.3. Initially, a subset S that contains all f ranked
features is evaluated and its prediction result recorded. The
lowest ranked features are iteratively removed from S, and
the new smaller S is re-evaluated until S is empty. The
best subset is selected based on an estimate of the accuracy
achieved by each of the subsets by maintaining counts of the
number of times a subset correctly predicts the class when
the classifier uses only features in the given subset. These
counts are fuzzy counts as they are subject to a decay factor
d to allow for implicit adaptation to change. Counts are tied
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Algorithm 2 k-Nearest Neighbours Classifier Subset Selection
Input:
a: Array of accuracy estimates for each subset size
h: Size of Hill climbing window
b: Size of previous best subset
f : Upper bound of subset size
r: List of ranked features sorted descending from most relevant to least relevant
Output:
q: Final classification result after feature selection
b: Size of new best subset
1: function SelectSubsetKNN(a,h,b,f ,r)
2:
l ← b − h; l ≥ 1
⊲ Lower bound of subset size
3:
u ← b + h; u ≤ f
⊲ Upper bound of subset size
4:
for i from 1 to u do
5:
S ← r[i]
⊲ fill S with ranked features
6:
end for
7:
for i from u to l do
8:
p ← kNN classification result using only features
in S
9:
Update a[size(S)]
10:
S ← S − r[i] ⊲ Remove bottom ranked feature
from S
11:
if i = b then
12:
q←p
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
b ← index of max(a)
⊲ Set new best subset size
16:
return q, b
⊲ b is used for the next iteration of
subset selection
17: end function

to the size of the subset rather than the composition of the
subset, similar to how counts are kept in the Space Saving
Algorithm [20], thus reducing memory usage and complexity. The accuracy estimate for a subset S is computed using
of correct predictions with S
the simple formula of #total
and the fi# of predictions with S
nal prediction of the classifier selected is based on the subset
with the current best estimate. While only the final prediction is output, counts are updated for all subsets. The decay
factor of the counts is a user-given parameter d and is applied at fix intervals i.

5.3

k-Nearest Neighbours Classifier
k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN) was one of the classifiers we
explored. The implementation of the ISS subset selection
for kNN is shown in Algorithm 2.
kNN classifies the target instance based on a majority vote
by its k nearest neighbors’ class values. Euclidean distance
is often selected as the distance measure due to its simplicity. The cumulative nature of Squared Euclidean distance
also allows for easy maintenance of distances for each instance in the window. The kNN classifier itself can utilize
a slight optimisation from backward elimination using the
knowledge that the Euclidean distance between the target
instance and instances in the sliding window are normalized.
Due to normalization, the absolute difference in squared Euclidean distance for each new feature added or taken away
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is bounded between 0 and 1, meaning we can separate instances into 3 subsets: (i) set A where instances’ distances
are updated and the instances used in kNN evaluation, (ii)
set B where instances’ distances are kept up to date but
the instances are ignored in kNN evaluation; and (iii) set C
where instances are ignored entirely and their distances not
kept up to date. Instances are able to move between A and
B freely, and from B to C, with instances unable to leave C
once they enter. Initially all instances begin in A. For a target instance sp and a window S, we define di as the distance
between sp and some si ∈ S. dk is the distance of the current k-th nearest neighbour. We calculate ni = ⌈di − dk − 1⌉
for si ∈ S, the minimum number of features that need to be
removed for si to be closer to sp than sk , under the naı̈ve
assumption of the best case that di decreases by the maximum of 1, and that all other d ∈ D remains the same. If
ni > 0, then we can safely ignore si for the next ni iterations
as it is impossible for si to be closer to sp than sk until at
least ni features are considered. si in this case moves from
A to B and is unable to return to A the next ni iterations
of subset selection. Instances in B still need their distances
kept up to date as after ni iterations, si may rejoin A and
ni is recomputed again, with the algorithm repeating until
all f subsets have been explored.
After f /2 total evaluations, it becomes possible to eliminate
instances from further search as it becomes impossible for
si to return to A from B if ni is greater than the number of
iterations left (l). In this case, si would move B to C if ni ≥
l, thus eliminating si from any further distance updating as
it will no longer be evaluated. Forward selection would not
allow for this optimisation to the same degree as all distances
would initially start between 0 and 1 for the initial subset
of only the top-ranked feature, meaning it is not possible to
determine which instances can be placed into B initially.
Despite this and other optimisations, it was found that searching through every subset size for data streams is still generally computationally prohibitive, as streams are prone to
dramatic drifts and may have a large number of features,
which subsequently requires a large f parameter to be able
to adapt to change. While the ranking is iterative and computationally inexpensive, the sets A and B are still potentially very large even after several iterations of subset selection. In the worst case, subset selection runs the kNN
search algorithm f times for every new instance, which results in a complexity of O(kf w) where w is the size of the
window containing the instances, and k is the number of
nearest neighbours.
To alleviate this problem, the simple algorithm of Hill Climbing is utilized in a novel way to select the subset size and
limit the number of subsets evaluated. Hill Climbing is a
naı̈ve greedy local search algorithm which incrementally and
greedily selects the best solution from the search frontier.
While Hill Climbing is known to be prone to becoming stuck
in local optima, the occurrence of local optima is found to be
mitigated by first initially sorting the features in the ranking
stage, so long as the ranking function can sort relevant features above irrelevant features. Instead of searching across
all subset sizes from 1 to f , the search frontier is limited
by only evaluating subsets with a difference in a number
of features of at most ±h around the selected subset size
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from the previous prediction, with h being the hill climb
window which controls the number of subset sizes searched
around the previously selected size. The complexity of the
kNN search is therefore bounded by O(kw(2h + 1)), which
allows experiments to complete in reasonable time. It was
found that Hill Climbing caused a very negligible decrease
(less than 1%) in overall accuracy compared to a static f
comprising all features in the stream due to slightly worse
initial accuracy, as the algorithm needs time to “climb”.

5.4

Naïve Bayes Classifier

The Naı̈ve Bayes classifier is a probabilistic classifier that determines its classification result using Bayes’ theorem while
making a strong (naı̈ve) independence assumption between
each of the features in a stream, given the class value. ISS
works well with the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier as Bayesian probability is cumulative when features are assumed to be independent. This means that the next smaller feature subset is
easily and cheaply computed by removing the probabilities
of the least desirable feature from the current total probabilities. As a result, the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier does not
face the same performance limitations that the kNN classifier does. Therefore, heuristic search, such as hill climbing,
is not required to ensure reasonable run-times, even for large
f . The implementation of ISS subset selection for the Naı̈ve
Bayes classifier is shown in Algorithm 3. A point to note is
the necessity for the algorithm to maintain a separate sliding window for ranking as unlike the kNN classifier, the NB
classifier does not use sliding windows by default.

6. UTILIZING ACCURACY DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN SUBSETS
In the previously presented paper, a perceived improvement
mentioned in the future works section was to utilize information from the subset selection stage in some manner. Currently, the ranking stage starts from scratch every time and
does not utilize any information from the subset selection
stage, or any prior knowledge for that matter. To explore
ways to exploit this information, we looked at using the difference between the accuracy estimate of each subset to scale
the ranking score. As each subset maintains its own accuracy estimate, we can easily obtain the change in the accuracy estimate caused by the iterative removal of a feature f
from the subset by comparing the accuracy estimate of the
subset containing f to the subset without f . We make the
assumption that classification accuracy is expected to decrease for relevant features when removed from the subset,
with the opposite happening for irrelevant features. As such,
we attempt to penalize or reward features based on whether
they decrease or increase the accuracy estimate when removed from the feature subset used for classification. We
refer to this ranking as Accuracy Difference Scaled Ranking
(ADSR). Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo-code of the ADSR
ranking function. Given accuracy estimates of the subset
sizes as features are iteratively removed A, and i the size of
the subset for which has f as the lowest ranked feature, we
define the accuracy difference df as Ai − A(i−1) . We feed
this accuracy difference back into the ranking function by
multiplying the ranking score by a scalar determined by the
accuracy difference. A simple scalar of c ∗ (1 − df ) ∗ R(f ) is
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Algorithm 3 Naı̈ve Bayes Classifier Subset Selection
Input:
a: Array of accuracy estimates for each subset size
w: Ranking window
b: Size of previous best subset
f : Upper bound of subset size
r: List of ranked features sorted descending from most relevant to least relevant
Output:
q: Final classification result after feature selection
b: Size of new best subset
1: function SelectSubsetNB(a,b,w,f ,r)
2:
for i from 1 to f do
3:
S ← S + r[i]
⊲ Fill S with ranked features
4:
end for
5:
for i from f to 1 do
6:
p ← NB classification result using only features
in S
7:
Update a[size(S)]
8:
S ← S − r[i] ⊲ Remove bottom ranked feature
from S
9:
if i = b then
10:
q←p
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
add instance to w
14:
while w’s size ≥ w’s max capacity do
15:
Remove oldest instance in w
16:
end while
17:
b ← index of max(a)
⊲ Set new best subset size
18:
return q, b
⊲ b is used for the next iteration of
subset selection
19: end function

used, where R is the ranking function, and c is a user defined
scalar. As the accuracy difference is always bound between
-1 and 1, the magnitude of the scaling is at most 2c.
A user-given confidence threshold t is used to adjust to noise,
with the scaling only occurring if |df | > t. We also explored
only penalize features without rewarding features with a
df < 0.

7. EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the average accuracy obtained
by classifiers, their processing time, and the memory (RAMHours) required to process each of the tested data streams.
Experiments were conducted using the Massive Online Analysis (MOA) framework [10]. A large combination of ISS’
parameter configurations were explored for both the kNN
and NB classifiers. The parameters explored were: the interval at which decay occurs for the accuracy counts i (500,
1000, and 1500 were tested), the decay factor of the accuracy counts d (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25 were tested), the
window size used by ranking functions w (500, 1000, and
1500 were tested), and the interval at which ranking occurs
r (500, 1000, and 1500 were tested). The number of ranked
features f was set to encompass all features in the stream.
ADSR was not utilized to scale ranking scores except for
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Algorithm 4 Accuracy difference scaled ranking function
Input:
W : Window of Stream instances
R: Scoring function
D: Array of accuracy estimate difference from removing
each feature to the subset
c: Scalar
o: Penalize only indicator
t: Confidence threshold
Output:
r: List of ranked features sorted descending from most relevant to least relevant
1: function RankAccuracyDifference(W ,D,R,c,o,t)
2:
S ← RankF eatures(W, R)
3:
for all Feature f ∈ W do
4:
if |Df | > t then
5:
if o =false or (o = true and Df > 0) then
6:
Sf ← Sf ∗ (1 − Df ) ∗ c
7:
else
8:
end if
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
Sort(S)
12:
return S
13: end function

the experiments mentioned in Section 7.4. The kNN with
ISS specific hill climb window size h parameter, which controls the number of subsets searched around the current best
size, was also explored with sizes of 2, 4 and 6. The source
files of the experiments conducted can be found online at
https://github.com/EMPaThy789/ISS-MOA.
Since accessibility to real-world data streams was limited,
artificially generated data streams were used in their steed.
We employed the following stream generator which feature
gradual feature drift: AGRAWAL [1], Assets [7], BG [5],
LED [10] and SEA [6, 22]. Sudden feature drift was tested
using a custom made generator for this work called the Conditional Generator [27]; it is available in the project repository.
The Conditional generator generates classes with certain attributes associated with each class. Each attribute associated with a class has either some valid range or some set
of possible values specified, depending on whether the attribute is numeric or nominal. Each instance is generated
by first generating a class, and then randomly re-setting the
associated attributes to valid ranges for that class. Drift
are introduced by re-associating attributes and their valid
ranges. The streams generated using this generator were:
Conditional, FY A, FY B, FY C, and FY D, with each
stream increasing in complexity. The number of features
relevant to the classification problem out of all features for
each stream is shown in Table 1. The first three columns of
the table show the number of feature relevant to the classification problem for each stream concept, and the last column
shows the total number of features in each stream. FY A
and FY B both feature no drift and were repeated as separate streams to encompass feature drifts, and are referred
to as FY A drift and FY B drift.
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Figure 1: Time series plots for experiments’ accuracy
(%) against stream instances.

A large number of classifier parameters were tested and are
broadly discussed in this section. We focus our analysis on
a default parameter configuration featuring a window size
w of 1000, a ranking interval r of 500, a decay rate d of
0.1, a decay interval i of 1000. This particular configuration
was selected based on the trade-off between accuracy and
computational resources. A hill climbing window h of 4
was selected as the default for experiments using the kNN
classifier.
Finally, statistical significance across methods is verified using Wilcoxon’s test, or a combination of Friedman and Nemenyi’s tests depending on the number of methods com-
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Points for feature drift were set at every 200,000 instances
for all feature drifting streams, except the LED, FY A drift,
FY B drift, and FY C, where only a single drift occurs after
250,000 instances.
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Figure 2: Time series plots for experiments’ accuracy
(%) against stream instances continued. Refer to 1 for
legend.

pared [12]. All tests assume a confidence level of 95%.

7.1

k Nearest Neighbour Classifier
Across all parameter configurations for the kNN classifier, it
was found that the three ranking functions (AED, IG, and
SU) performed relatively similarly in most cases in terms of
classification accuracy, with the IG and SU ranking functions tending to have slightly better results. An exception is
the AGRAWAL scenario, for which the AED ranking function performed noticeably worse than the other two ranking
functions, though still better than kNN standalone. For runtime and memory usage, it was found that the AED ranking
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Table 1: Number of features relevant to the classification problem for each concept across all data
streams used in this work.
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG 2
BG 3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

Concept 1
1
4
3
3
3
18
19
13
6
20
19
13
7
2

Concept 2
3
3
3
3
3
7
6
18
16
15
7
2

Concept 3
3
4
3
3
3
15
17
2

Total features
9
5
10
15
15
40
40
120
106
120
40
120
24
13

function tended to take longer and use more memory than
the SU and IG ranking functions. The IG and SU ranking
functions gave very similar results for both accuracy, runtime, and memory usage, with SU tending to have a slight
edge. Table 2 compares the accuracy results for the different
ranking functions with the default parameter configuration
which supports this general trend. Due to these aforementioned advantages, we focused on the SU ranking function
in this work and use it as the default ranking function for
experiments.
We compare the default configuration’s results to the baseline kNN classifier’s results, which used a k of 10 and a
window size of 1000. Full results of experiments conducted
for this work can be found and reproduced on the GitHub
repository mentioned in the previous section.
A comparison between the default configuration and the
kNN standalone classifier is shown in Table 3. The results for kNN with ISS are displayed in black with the increase/decrease in performance from kNN without ISS and
kNN with ISS displayed in the number in brackets, with blue
indicating better results for ISS, and red indicating worse.
We observe that the kNN classifier benefits from ISS feature
selection in classification accuracy in all experiments for the
default configuration. These improvements are supported
by Wilcoxon’s test which indicates statistically significant
results. Figures 1 and 2 show time series graphs of the classification accuracy plotted against the number of instances
stream for each experiment conducted in this work, with the
occurrence of feature drifts marked by gray the vertical lines.
We observe improvements for kNN with ISS, which plots a
line which mirrors the shape of standalone kNN classifier
plot and is almost always of a higher accuracy at all stages
of the stream across all scenarios.
Runtime was generally slower, except for the streams generated by the Conditional generator. There no significant
differences were found. Memory usage was also lower for
ISS for the BG, LED, and SEA data streams: an improvement in RAM-Hours was observed despite slower runtime
results. The difference again is significant according to a
Wilcoxon’s paired test.
Overall, all configurations of kNN experiments conducted
in this work produced a higher average accuracy than the
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Table 2: ISS experiment accuracy results (%) for
different ranking functions using the default configuration with the kNN classifier.
Stream
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG2
BG3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

AED kNN-ISS
77.15
85.42
89.78
89.77
89.59
91.14
71.29
84.98
41.08
67.98
81.24
80.52
73.60
88.28

IG kNN-ISS
88.97
85.61
89.79
89.77
89.59
91.84
72.87
85.35
44.99
67.96
81.27
80.52
73.64
88.28

SU kNN-ISS
88.97
85.53
89.79
89.76
89.59
91.86
72.87
85.33
44.99
67.90
81.27
80.53
73.62
88.29

Table 3: ISS experiment results using default configuration for the kNN classifier using the SU ranking
function.
Stream
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG 2
BG 3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

Avg Accuracy (%)
88.97 (+25.34)
85.53 (+1.41)
89.79 (+5.45)
89.76 (+9.72)
89.59 (+12.62)
91.86 (+14.61)
72.87 (+10.69)
85.33 (+11.11)
44.99 (+26.96)
67.90 (+28.35)
81.27 (+7.40)
80.53 (+17.21)
73.62 (+9.29)
88.29 (+8.75)

CPU Time (s)
353.31 (+153.63)
304.95 (+153.00)
456.48 (+236.69)
517.89 (+53.49)
565.14 (+91.24)
735.15 (-559.53)
770.34 (-788.02)
1621.89 (-4640.54)
745.03 (-4758.63)
1384.43 (-4978.44)
1000.18 (-408.01)
1576.40 (-3964.14)
824.93 (+69.26)
426.26 (+151.83)

RAM-Hours (kb-hour)
63.58 (+28.04)
41.13 (+20.79)
86.43 (-53.03)
152.55 (+16.24)
166.47 (+125.05)
341.12 (-252.37)
443.87 (-440.08)
2713.85 (-7602.82)
1149.98 (-7077.83)
2356.87 (-8125.98)
580.64 (-224.66)
2644.58 (-6506.91)
326.19 (-29.44)
98.32 (-35.83)

kNN baseline classifier. The impact of parameters on overall
average classification accuracy is varying depending on the
streams. Most experiments had only slight differences (<
2%) in overall classifier accuracies. In 4 streams (AGRAWAL,
BG2, SEA, and LED), parameters had little impact on the
overall mean classifier accuracy, with only around a 1% difference in overall mean accuracy between the best performing ISS experiment and the worst performing ISS experiment
tested in this work.
While it was found that accuracy tended to be largely similar across all configurations, runtime and RAM-hours performance was found to be much more dependent on the parameters set for ISS. It was found that the size of the w had
the most impact on computation time and RAM-Hours, as
a larger w meant more instances to search through for each
kNN evaluation. The size of the hill climb window h also had
a noticeable impact on computation time and RAM-Hours,
as a larger window hill climbing window means that more
subsets were searched at every iteration; however, this was
found to be secondary to the size of w.

7.2

Naïve Bayes Classifier

As with the kNN classifier, we again focus on a default configuration of ISS for comparison. Other parameter configurations were also explored but were found to have similar
performance for accuracy, runtime, and memory usage. Using hill climbing to reduce search space was also explored
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but results indicated that the gains in runtime and memory
usage were minimal, at a slight cost of prediction accuracy.
Due to this, hill climbing was not used for experiments using
the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier.
We examined results for all three ranking functions (AED,
IG, and SU) for the NB classifier, the results shown in Table
4. We found all three ranking functions to be very similar in
their overall performance, with differences between accuracy
being less than 1%, run time less than 1 second, and RAMhours less than 0.8 kb-hour for all ranking functions on all
streams.
The accuracy results for the default configuration are presented in Table 5. As with the kNN tables, the results for NB
with ISS are displayed in black with the increase/decrease
in performance from NB without ISS and NB with ISS displayed in the number in brackets, with blue indicating better results for ISS, and red indicating worse. Concerning
accuracy, the default configuration of NB with ISS outperformed NB standalone by a noticeable amount in most of
the streams tested. The exceptions to this were the FY A,
and FY B scenarios, which featured no feature drift, where
NB performed within 0.1% accuracy to NB with ISS. Despite these minor accuracy losses, Wilcoxon’s test showed
significant improvements when ISS is used with NB classification.
Again referring to Figures 1 and2 which show the plotted
classification accuracy against the stream for each experiment, we notice that for the FY A and FY B scenarios, the
NB and NB ISS lines overlap across the entire plot. We
also observe that in all scenarios except the BG3 scenario,
NB with ISS performs very closely to NB standalone before
the occurrence of any feature drift; the two configurations
diverge however upon the occurrence of drift with NB with
ISS adapting significantly faster than standalone NB across
all scenarios.
Regarding computational resources, we notice that NB with
ISS was always slower than NB by itself, and also always
used more memory. The differences in run time can be attributed to the high speed of the NB classifier which means
that the reduction in computation time gained from feature
selection is still not as large as the overhead runtime cost incurred from ISS. Despite these increases being statistically
significant, the runtime and memory usage for NB with ISS
is still within reasonable limits and the classifier still has
much significantly better runtime and memory usage compared to the kNN classifier.

7.3

Feature selection accuracy

This section discusses ISS’ performance in selecting the right
number of features. As we used synthesized data for all experiments conducted in this work, the true number of features relevant to the classification problem of each stream
is known; with this knowledge in hand, we examine ISS’
ability in selecting the correct number of features by comparing the size of the subset of relevant features selected to
the true number of relevant features. Taking the weak assumption that the ranking stage is able to order relevant
features above irrelevant features in at least some manner,
we assume that a subset size closer to the true number of
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Table 4: ISS experiment accuracy results (%) for
different ranking functions using the default configuration with the NB classifier.
Stream
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG2
BG3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

AED NB-ISS
81.51
85.29
88.55
75.93
68.15
89.05
87.15
91.88
52.81
78.09
84.98
84.57
72.82
83.79

IG NB-ISS
81.80
84.51
88.57
75.88
68.13
89.25
87.12
91.84
52.6
77.86
84.53
84.57
72.79
83.90

SU NB-ISS
81.78
84.85
88.55
75.89
68.06
89.10
87.13
91.84
53.01
77.92
84.47
84.62
72.79
83.90

Table 5: ISS experiment results using default configuration for the NB classifier using the SU ranking
function.
Stream
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG 2
BG 3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

Avg Accuracy (%)
81.78 (+8.46)
84.85 (+3.86)
88.55 (+8.76)
75.89 (+8.94)
68.06 (+11.68)
89.10 (+11.13)
87.13 (0.00)
91.84 (-0.04)
53.01 (+12.30)
77.92 (+15.88)
84.47 (+4.97)
84.62 (+15.61)
72.79 (+16.35)
83.90 (+0.14)

CPU Time (s)
3.00 (+1.60)
17.66 (+1.04)
2.32 (+1.48)
3.64 (+2.07)
3.55 (+2.37)
8.43 (+5.66)
12.08 (+6.82)
41.75 (+25.49)
58.21 (+22.91)
66.83 (+26.86)
12.07 (+6.60)
41.60 (+25.98)
5.50 (+3.18)
4.18 (+2.51)

RAM-Hours (kb-hour)
0.54 (+0.54)
2.39 (+2.38)
0.44 (+0.44)
1.08 (+1.08)
1.05 (+1.05)
3.93 (+3.92)
7.03 (+6.99)
70.57 (+70.22)
92.59 (+90.76)
117.44 (+115.09)
7.01 (+6.98)
70.25 (+69.92)
2.19 (+2.18)
0.97 (+0.97)

relevant features would indicate good performance for the
algorithm. We compare only the size and not the composition as ISS’ feature subset selection searches for a feature
subset size rather than a feature subset composition.
Tables 6 and 7 show the results of the kNN and NB classifiers
using the standard ISS configuration. The columns of the
tables are split into each stream concept in the first row. The
second row of the tables split the results into the percentage of predictions that the algorithm made which correctly
predicted the true number of features, and the percentage
of predictions predictions within two to the true number
of relevant features for each stream concept. We observed
the number of classifications made where the subset was:
the same size as the true number of relevant features, and
within ±2 of the true number of features.
We found that for most cases, ISS was not always able to
correctly identify the true number of relevant features for
either of the classifiers. The kNN classifier in general had
better performance than the NB classifier in this regard,
with the the kNN classifier making 90%+ of predictions using a subset size the same as the true number of relevant
features for AGRAWAL, BG, and SEA scenarios, while the
NB classifier only achieves this in the BG scenario.
kNN with ISS was also able to achieve a 90%+ number of
predictions within two of the true number of relevant fea-
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Table 6: Table showing the feature count accuracy
(%) for the kNN classifier using the standard ISS
parameter configuration.

AGRAWAL
Assets
BG
BG 2
BG 3
Conditional
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

Concept 1
Correct Within 2
98.36
99.96
0.02
46.95
98.83
99.25
1.12
99.20
15.74
97.41
0.02
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.05
1.15
0.04
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.07
0.94
43.55
98.44
97.94
97.95

Concept 2
Correct Within 2
38.33
100.00
3.65
100.00
98.09
100.00
0.14
99.99
0.00
97.88
0.00
1.16
0.00
4.82
0.11
25.24
0.38
2.44
0.07
0.49
48.33
99.23
99.55
99.96

Concept 3
Correct Within 2
100.00
100.00
0.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
17.15
100.00
2.55
100.00
0.00
0.00
4.76
9.49
93.77
99.98

Table 7: Table showing the feature count accuracy
(%) for the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier using the standard
ISS parameter configuration.

AGRAWAL
Assets
BG
BG 2
BG 3
Conditional
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

Concept 1
Correct Within 2
3.00
36.46
10.99
100.00
99.85
100.00
1.47
1.47
0.00
99.33
0.00
0.00
0.40
12.41
0.89
16.23
0.87
11.63
3.85
17.08
0.11
12.37
1.76
9.62
6.96
32.52
21.75
22.27

Concept 2
Correct Within 2
0.00
99.55
0.82
100.00
14.02
100.00
0.00
85.55
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
2.88
10.77
36.55
11.08
38.68
0.27
3.34
39.01
99.46
0.00
33.38

Concept 3
Correct Within 2
50.46
100.00
18.07
90.72
0.00
100.00
0.00
99.48
45.36
69.21
0.00
0.00
0.81
3.30
0.00
2.86

tures for 19/20 of the concepts not generated by the Conditional generator, while NB did the same for only 13/20 of
the concepts not generated by the Conditional generator.
For stream datasets generated by the Conditional generator
(Conditional, FY A, FY A Drift, FY B, FY B Drift, FY C,
and FY D) for which the concepts were more complex, ISS
struggled to produce a subset size close to the true number
of relevant features for both the kNN and NB classifiers,
with the classifier making less than 50% of predictions using a subset size within two to the true number of relevant
features for either classifier across all concepts. An interesting observation to make is the generally larger performance
improvements observed for the kNN classifier when utilizing ISS for these subsets compared to those not generated
by the Conditional generator. Despite ISS being unable to
perfectly identify the true number of relevant features, the
algorithm is still selecting useful subsets able to boost classification accuracy and to reduce resource consumption.

7.4

Accuracy difference scaling ranking

Experiments with accuracy difference scaling enabled for
ranking (ADSR) were conducted to explore its effect on
classification accuracy. Parameter configurations differed in
confidence thresholds t (from 0 to 0.2), scalar values c (1 to
10), and whether or not to only penalize the ranking score o.
Experiment used the same configuration as those mentioned
in Section 7. We found that accuracy difference scaling had
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Table 8: Table comparing the classification accuracy
of kNN and NB with ISS using accuracy difference
ranking compared to without. Results have been
rounded to 2DP
AGRAWAL
Assets
BG
BG 2
BG 3
Conditional
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

kNN-ISS
88.97
85.53
89.79
89.76
89.59
91.86
72.87
85.33
44.98
67.90
81.27
80.53
73.62
88.29

kNN-ISS AGR
89.18
85.63
89.87
89.86
89.66
92.07
73.12
86.29
44.98
66.88
81.57
86.29
73.72
88.35

kNN Diff
0.21
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.07
0.21
0.25
0.96
0.00
-1.02
0.30
5.76
0.10
0.06

NB-ISS
81.78
84.85
88.05
75.89
68.06
89.13
87.13
91.84
53.01
77.92
84.47
84.62
72.79
83.90

NB-ISS AGR
81.78
84.73
88.48
75.65
67.79
89.10
87.13
91.85
53.00
77.93
84.47
91.85
72.82
83.90

NB Diff
0.00
-0.12
0.43
-0.24
-0.29
-0.03
0.00
0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.00
7.23
0.03
0.00

marginal impact on the overall classification accuracy and in
some cases gave worse accuracy results. A specific parameter configuration using a confidence threshhold t of 0.05, a
scaling weight c of 4, and only penalization was selected as
the default configuration. This configuration was selected
based on its performance across all data sets tested.
Table 8 shows the classification accuracy results for kNN and
NB with ISS in the default parameter configuration using
ADSR compared to without ADSR. The fourth and seventh
columns show the difference between ADSR enabled and disabled, with red indicating worse results and blue indicating
better results for ADSR. Overall, we notice that utilizing
ADSR in the ranking function does not improve accuracy in
a significant way in most cases tested, with only one stream
(FY B Drift had improvement over 1% in overall accuracy.
The kNN classifier tended to perform slightly better with
ADSR, however ADSR often tends to produce indifferent or
slightly worse results when used with the NB classifier.
Tables 9 and 10 show the feature selection accuracy results
for kNN and NB with ISS and ADSR enabled. The columns
are split into each stream concept in the first row. The second row splits the results into the percentage that the algorithm correctly predict the true number of features, and predictions within two to the true number of relevant features
for each stream concept. Difference between ADSR and
without ADSR are highlighted, with red indicating worse
results for ADSR and blue indicating better. As with the
classification accuracy results, ADSR’s impact on feature
selection accuracy were overall mixed. For the kNN classifier, ADSR tended to produce worse or slightly worse results
while producing mostly similar results for the NB classifier.
As the results for both the classification accuracy and feature
selection accuracy were mixed and any improvements are not
significant, we did not utilize it further in our experiments.

7.5

ISS against DFW and HAT

We compared ISS against kNN/NB with DFW [7], an algorithm which attempts to address feature drifts via feature
weighing, and HAT, a classifier which has been shown to
give good performance in feature drifting streams [6]. Comparison results between ISS, DFW, and HAT are shown in
Tables 11, 12, and 13.
Overall, it was observed that HAT produced the highest
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Table 9: Table showing the feature count accuracy
(%) for the kNN classifier using the standard ISS
parameter configuration with ADSR.
Concept 1
Concept 2
Concept 3
Correct
Within 2
Correct
Within 2
Correct
Within 2
AGRAWAL 97.97 -0.38 99.96
64.93 +26.6 100.00
100.00
100.00
Assets 0.02
46.95
3.65
100.00
0.00
99.92
BG 98.83
99.25
98.09
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00 +0.01 17.41 +0.26 99.99 -0.01
BG 2 0.00 -1.12 98.75 -0.45 0.14
BG 3 15.63 -0.11 97.41
0.00
99.97 +2.09 2.55
100.00
0.03 -1.13 0.00
0.00
Conditional 0.01 -0.01 0.04 -0.12 0.00
0.00
FY A 0.00
FY B 0.00 -0.05 2.79 +1.64 FY C 0.04
0.10
0.00
4.82
99.99
FY D 0.01 +0.01 0.01 +0.01 0.01 -0.1 8.58 -16.66 0.01 -4.75 2.89 -6.6
FY A Drift 0.00
0.00
2.49 +2.11 2.95 +0.51 17.97
FY B Drift 0.01 -0.06 3.83 +2.89 0.30 +0.23 0.93 +0.44
LED 36.21 -7.34 96.99
53.04 +4.71 97.4 -1.83
99.94 -0.02 93.77
99.98
SEA 98.18 +0.24 98.19 +0.24 99.48

Table 10: Table showing the feature count accuracy
(%) for the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier using the standard
ISS parameter configuration with ADSR.
Concept 1
Concept 2
Concept 3
Correct Within 2 Correct
Within 2
Correct
Within 2
AGRAWAL 0.00 -3.00 36.46
0.00
99.55
51.14 +0.68 100.00
100.00
0.82
100.00
12.68 -5.39 81.36 -9.36
Assets 10.99
BG 99.85
100.00 14.77 +0.75 100.00
100.00 +100 100.00
1.47
0.00
85.55
0.00
99.48
BG 2 1.47
BG 3 0.00
99.33
0.00
100.00
45.36
69.21
0.00
0.00
0.30
0.00
0.00
Conditional 0.00
FY A 0.40
12.41
16.23
FY B 0.89
FY C 0.87
11.63
0.00
2.88
FY D 3.85
17.08
10.77
36.55
0.81
3.30
12.37
11.09 +0.01 38.69 +0.01
FY A Drift 0.11
FY B Drift 1.76
9.62
0.27
0.62 -2.72
32.52
39.56 +0.55 99.46
LED 6.96
SEA 21.75
22.27
0.00
33.36
0.00
2.86

mean accuracy for most experiments, and was generally competitive with NB-ISS/kNN-ISS for the stream scenarios where
it was not the highest. DFW was observed to be competitive
with ISS for the kNN classifier for mean accuracy; however,
a much more pronounced difference in mean accuracy was
observed for NB where ISS achieved better results. The results obtained by the statistical tests are shown in Figure 3:
they corroborate that HAT is still the best performing classifier, yet, the results obtained are not statistically superior
when compared to both NB-ISS and KNN-ISS.
Computation time (Table 12) and RAM-hours (Table 13) is
where ISS excelled, with NB-ISS being the fastest classifier
for all of the streams tested by a large margin. Both the ISS
versions of kNN and NB having much better computation
time and RAM-hours results than their DFW counterparts
for all streams. kNN specifically had significantly better
computation time and RAM-hours performance for ISS than
DFW. NB-ISS generally used half as much CPU time compared to the HAT, and achieved better RAM-hours results
for all but the BG2, BG3, and LED scenarios. In Figures 4
and 5 we report the results of the statistical tests performed
CD = 1.63

5

KN N − DF W
N B − DF W

4

3

2

1

HAT
N B − ISS
KN N − ISS

Figure 3: Critical difference chart for accuracy rates.
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Table 11: Accuracy rates (%) obtained by HAT, ISS
using the SU ranking function and DFW for both
NB and kNN classifiers. Best result highlighted.
Stream
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG 2
BG 3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

NB-ISS
81.78
84.85
88.55
75.89
68.06
89.10
87.13
91.84
53.01
77.92
84.47
84.62
72.79
83.90

NB-DFW
68.97
74.00
83.94
75.67
56.11
78.12
62.98
72.88
46.70
68.06
68.58
73.74
72.28
73.61

kNN-ISS
88.97
85.53
89.79
89.76
89.59
91.86
72.87
85.33
44.98
67.90
81.27
80.53
73.62
88.29

kNN-DFW
88.99
91.56
89.78
89.50
89.44
92.56
66.99
80.69
27.98
50.43
77.92
73.77
71.76
84.80

HAT
89.46
94.13
89.86
89.77
89.59
96.17
86.56
91.81
46.01
75.82
89.14
89.18
73.69
88.87

Table 12: CPU Time (s) obtained by HAT, ISS using
the SU ranking function and DFW for both NB and
kNN classifiers. Best result highlighted.
Stream
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG 2
BG 3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

NB-ISS
3.00
17.66
2.32
3.64
3.55
8.43
12.08
41.75
58.21
66.83
12.07
41.60
4.18
5.50

NB-DFW
14.48
33.63
8.81
16.60
20.07
106.61
262.93
2284.51
1719.44
2816.18
305.55
2317.48
59.67
30.54

kNN-ISS
353.31
304.95
456.48
517.89
565.14
735.15
770.34
1621.89
745.03
1384.43
1000.18
1576.40
824.93
426.26

kNN-DFW
1077.56
500.09
450.95
691.29
778.33
2980.35
4064.95
14990.08
12047.13
19907.43
4262.95
15277.31
931.52
1813.26

HAT
7.42
35.10
6.14
7.11
7.88
14.32
40.81
105.56
233.72
281.96
38.05
117.59
14.81
11.43

Table 13: RAM-Hours (kb-hour) obtained by HAT,
ISS using the SU ranking function and DFW for
both NB and kNN classifiers. Best result highlighted.
Stream
AGRAWAL
ASSETS
BG
BG 2
BG 3
CONDITIONAL
FY A
FY B
FY C
FY D
FY A Drift
FY B Drift
LED
SEA

NB-ISS
0.54
2.39
0.44
1.08
1.05
3.93
7.03
70.57
92.59
117.44
7.01
70.25
0.97
2.19

NB-DFW
2.65
4.67
1.70
4.96
5.99
49.64
151.83
3811.55
2659.90
4803.79
176.45
3866.58
23.99
7.12

kNN-ISS
63.58
41.13
86.43
152.55
166.47
341.12
443.87
2713.85
1149.98
2356.87
580.64
2644.58
326.19
98.32

kNN-DFW
49454.93
190.83
222.97
626.55
547.08
352504.03
625934.49
539595.71
1980181.04
1327763.88
657448.93
562537.78
1056.71
165520.00

HAT
1.28
6.61
0.47
0.69
0.82
7.69
54.21
261.76
5495.08
3916.08
38.27
386.37
0.93
2.35

for CPU time and RAM-Hours measurements. We see that
indeed NB-ISS is the fastest algorithm, followed by the HAT
and NB-DFW, and that these three are statistically faster
when compared to kNN methods. Regarding RAM-hours,
NB-ISS is again highlighted as the most light-weighted approach, followed by HAT.

8. FUTURE WORKS
The proposed algorithm is somewhat specialized for only
kNN and NB, and thus, a more generalized algorithm is
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Figure 4: Critical difference chart for CPU time rates.
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Figure 5: Critical difference chart for RAM-Hours rates.

something worth looking into. However, such a generalization of the algorithm is something which is not without difficulty, as the algorithm relies on the cumulative nature of
the kNN and NB classifiers to keep computational costs at
a reasonable rate. Consequently, any other classifier to be
used with ISS will most likely also need to be able to take
advantage of information from the (n − 1)-th subset for the
computation of the (n)-th subset.
Another part of the algorithm which should be investigated
more thoroughly, is the heuristic used to determine the subset size for kNN. In this work, hill climbing was selected
for its simplicity and more importantly its speed, yet, other
heuristics may have better performance. One such direction would be to explore utilization of late acceptance hill
climbing [11], a simple meta-heuristic which delays the hill
climbing comparison, causing new solutions to be compared
to a past solution several iterations ago rather than the immediately previous solution.
Finally, applications for the algorithm outside of classification problems, such as regression, should also be explored in
future work.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel embedded feature selection method aimed at addressing feature drift in fast-flowing
data streams. Our method divided feature selection into two
stages, by first ranking features and creating a subset, then
iteratively evaluating and removing the lowest ranked feature from the subset until the subset is empty. Experimental
results indicate that our method is successful at improving
mean classification accuracy in feature drifting streams for
both k-Nearest Neighbours and Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers. In
addition to the accuracy improvements, noticeable gains in
runtime and RAM hours were achieved for the kNN classifier
in scenarios with a large number of irrelevant features.

10.
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ABSTRACT
When applications require high I/O performance, solid-state
drives (SSDs) are often preferable because they perform better than traditional hard-disk drives (HDDs). Therefore,
database system response time can be improved by moving
frequently used data to SSDs. However, because capacity
is both more limited and more expensive for SSDs than it
is for HDDs, there is a need to determine which data are
most appropriate to migrate from HDDs to SSDs. In this
paper, we propose a data management method for databases
using SSDs by considering an integrated mechanism and a
migration rule for performing migrations between HDDs and
SSDs. The proposed method can provide database systems
with high I/O performance by properly moving high-priority
data to SSDs with fast access capabilities while maintaining
the low-priority data on HDDs, which have lower costs. The
results of experiments show that the proposed method can
achieve the goal while requiring only small amounts of SSD
capacity.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems → Information storage technologies; Flash memory; •Theory of computation
→ Data structures and algorithms for data management; •Software and its engineering → Secondary storage;

Keywords
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Solid-state drives (SSDs) have been introduced by numerous vendors over the past few years. SSDs store data persistently using NAND flash memory. Because NAND flash
memory requires no disk head or disk platter, they have
short seek times and no rotational latency; therefore, random/sequential accesses to NAND flash memory is not affected by mechanical latency problems. Furthermore, SSDs
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that use NAND flash memory require management activities
that handle such characteristics as ”out-of-place updates”
and ”the endurance issue”. Out-of-place updates mean that
data cannot be over-written unless their residing block is
erased first, while the endurance issue arises because each
erasable block has a limited number of erasure cycles and can
fail when that limit is exceeded. Compared to traditional
hard-disk drives (HDDs), SSDs are more expensive but provide faster access speeds. For example, the performance of
sequential and random access operations are shown in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4, respectively, for the Plextor SSD and the Seagate
HDD. The Plextor SSD throughput can be up to twice as
fast as the Seagate HDD for both sequential and random accesses when the request size increases to 128KB. Thus, SSDs
provide an opportunity to improve system performance for
applications that require high I/O performance. However,
because the cost per gigabyte of SSDs is higher than that
of HDDs, storing all data on SSDs is impractical because of
cost considerations. Therefore, it is better to store only the
most appropriate data on the SSDs to balance performance
and cost.
In this paper, we propose a data management method for
SSDs used by databases by considering an integrated mechanism and a migration rule that controls data migration between HDDs and SSDs. A data management method consists of two parts: (1) placement of objects and units and
(2) a priority decision. We use two data structures (i.e., objects and units) to represent data in the database systems.
Each object and each unit is assigned a priority based on the
priority decision (e.g., demand detection). Then, based on
the priority, we can dynamically migrate data between the
SSDs and the HDDs by throttling the migration speed from
HDDs to SSDs and choosing targets to move from SSDs to
HDDs to free SSD space. The result is that the proposed
method can provide database systems with high I/O performance by capitalizing on both the fast access of SSDs and
the low cost of HDDs.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3, explains our motivations.
In Section 4, we describe the data management method for
databases using hybrid storage systems. Section 5 presents
the page-level caching method and compares it with existing methods. Section 6 provides a performance evaluation
of the proposed method, and Section 7 concludes the paper
and suggests future work.
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2.

RELATED WORK

2.1 Data Placement Methods
The purpose of data placement methods is to store appropriate data into the most appropriate type of storage device
to minimize costs while maximizing performance. For example, SSDs offer fast access but HDDs offer lower costs;
therefore, data placement methods are important when seeking the cost/performance balance, particularly when SSD
capacity is limited. Schindler et al. [22] observed disk access characteristics to determine the optimum physical layout of data on disks. Canim et al. [8] reviewed database
workloads (e.g., sequential reads, sequential writes, random
reads, and random writes) and moved the database tables
with the highest number of random accesses into the faster
SSD devices. Canim et al. used a separate table space to
monitor disk access times and then produced a suggestion
list. Based on the suggestions, the appropriate tables can
be moved to an SSD while the rest remain on the HDD.
Mehta et al. [16] placed tuples of database tables on different disks of a (shared nothing) RDBMS to increase query
parallelism at runtime. Sachedina et al. [17, 21] distributed
every database table across all available storage to utilize
access parallelism to enhance the performance. Canim et al.
[9] used fast storage (e.g., SSDs) as buffers or caches to reduce the high I/O costs of HDDs, especially for random I/O
accesses. Shi et al. [23] and Lin et al. [15] proposed using
SSDs to form hybrid or multitier storage systems and migrating the appropriate data to the SSDs. Kang et al. [13]
proposed a hybrid storage access framework that dynamically allocates appropriate SSD space to virtual machines
that require high I/O performance. Ou et al. [18] proposed
an endurance-aware data migration scheme for SSD storage clusters to both improve their reliability and achieve
better system performance than HHD storage clusters. Xu
et al. [25] proposed an SSD-HDD integrated storage architecture and considered three different methods of analyzing
application characteristics: Seismic Wave Analysis (SWA),
DNA Sequence Analysis (DSA), and Geographic Information Analysis (GIA). Xu et al. [25] showed that SSD-HDD
integrated storage architectures perform significantly better than those using only HDDs but slightly slower than
those using only SSDs. Choi et al. [10] proposed a directory
parsing technique using an SSD-based Bloom filter (BF) to
improve the speed of metadata retrieval for requested files.
Based on these previous works, we know that combining
HDDs with SSDs to improve I/O performance is an important topic. However, the goal is to design a suitable data
management method for specific applications that maximize
the advantages of both HDDs and SSDs. Consequently, the
objective of this paper is to provide database systems with
improved I/O performance by moving the highest-priority
data to the SSDs, which feature fast access, while maintaining the low-priority data on the HDDs, which feature low
costs.

2.2 Hot Data Identification
Recent hot data identification methods include MBF [20],
HotDataTrap [19], and Hotness Filter [24]. MBF and HotDataTrap are general methods that identify hot data by exploiting appropriate data structures (e.g., multiple Bloom
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filters and counters) with appropriate operational mechanisms (e.g., hashing, decay, and sampling). MBF adopts
multiple Bloom filters to record partial information as indexes of hot data by hash functions. For example, in MBF,
hot data means that its corresponding bits in the multiple
Bloom filters can be indexed by its hashing values and that
are all 1. HotDataTrap maintains a counter table to record
possible hot data caches in which each table entry contains a
Primary Key (i.e., a hashed value), Sub Key (i.e., a hashed
value), Count (i.e., a hot value), and Rec (i.e., a recency
value). For example, in HotDataTrap, hot data means that
the data’s corresponding Count in the counter table can be
indexed by its Primary Key and Sub Key, and that it is
larger than a threshold. Furthermore, because only partial
information (e.g., hash values or keys) are recorded in the
data structures of MBF and HotDataTrap as indexes of hot
data, conflicts (i.e., false positives) could occur when two
or more different data items result in the same hash values
or keys. The Hotness Filter was proposed to identify hot
and cold data at the file level. Each file has a corresponding access frequency that denotes how frequently the file has
been accessed recently. Hot files can be identified by sorting
the access frequencies of all files. Based on the experimental results in [24], MBF, HotDataTrap, and Hotness Filter
are all capable of accurately identifying hot data, although
their functionalities and scopes differ. In this paper, we use
MBF to identify hot data because it uses a Bloom filter,
and it is easy to transform the hotness of objects and units
into data migration priorities. Then, based on the priorities,
we can dynamically migrate high-priority objects/units from
HDDs to SSDs and avoid placing low-priority objects/units
on SSDs.

Figure 1: The Bloom filter

A Bloom filter is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure
[7] used to test whether an element is a member of a set. The
Bloom filter is a bit array with M bits in which all bits are
initially set to 0. The Bloom filter uses K independent hash
functions to maintain the bit array. Each element is mapped
to K corresponding bit positions in the array by inputting
each element to the K hash functions and then setting the
corresponding bit positions to 1, as shown in Fig. 1. To
check whether an element is in the set, we obtain its K bit
positions from the K hash functions. If any of the resulting
K bits are 0 in the bit array, the element is not in the set.
When all the K bits are 1, it means the element could be
in the set. However, because other elements could have the
same hash values, this method can result in false positives.
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Based on previous experimental results [13], when applications require high I/O performance, SSDs are more suitable
because they exhibit better performance than traditional
HDDs in terms of read and write access speeds. For example, Fig. 3 shows the results of sequential accesses. Fig.
3 (a) shows that the performance of sequential reads by the
Plextor SSD is better than the performance of the Seagate
HDD, while Fig. 3 (b) shows that the performance of sequential writes by the Plextor SSD is better than the performance of Seagate HDD. Similarly, Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show
that the random access performance of the Plextor SSD is
much better than that of the Seagate HDD. The reason is
that random accesses by the Seagate HDD are influenced by
long mechanical latency times. Although HDDs still provide a more economical solution than SSDs, SSDs provide
better performance than HDDs, especially for applications
with high random access demands.
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Figure 3: Sequential Accesses
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The framework of MBF is shown in Fig. 2. MBF adopts
a set of V independent Bloom filters and K (e.g., 2) independent hash functions to capture both frequency and finegrained recency. Each Bloom filter consists of M bits for
recording K hash values. When an LBA is accessed, each
Bloom filter is selected sequentially and the corresponding
bits are set to to 1 by hashing the LBA. If the selected BF
has already recorded the hash value for that LBA, it will
choose the next BF in a round robin fashion. Using this
method, Dongchul Park et al. proposed two conditions to
identify hot data. The first condition is that when all the
corresponding hash values have been set to 1 in all the BFs,
the corresponding LBA is hot data. The second condition
is that when the sum of all the corresponding BFs’ recency
weights is greater than or equal to a threshold, the corresponding LBA is also hot data. The method also adopts an
aging mechanism that causes older information for LBAs to
decay. Assume that we adopt V independent BFs and that
the hash values of LBAs are recorded to each BF in a roundrobin fashion during a request interval. When the request
interval expires, any BF that was not selected during the
request interval will be reset to 0.
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Figure 4: Random Accesses

Furthermore, previous works [8, 9, 6] have proposed to put
database tables/indexes or file-system blocks/pages on SSDs
to improve I/O performance. However, in this paper, we
will use different views to investigate a data management
method for databases using hybrid storage systems. Some
observations that motivated this research are listed below:
• We observe that a database object or file-system block
could be relatively large, while only some small objects or units (that are accessed frequently) should be
migrated to SSDs. Therefore, we propose to collect
objects and unit information from the basic form of
an SQL instruction, because SQL is the most widely
used language for database systems. After collecting
objects and unit information, we can input the information into a hotness detection method to calculate
the hotness (i.e, priorities) of the objects and units for
the migration procedure.
• For the migration from HDDs to SSDs, we define two
parameters (T and R) to control the objects’ and units’
migration speed from HDDs to SSDs. Here, T represents a fixed number of transactions during a time
interval in the database system. After T has elapsed,
each object is extracted from the object list, and the
unit list for that object is traversed to locate the units
whose priorities are larger than the predefined threshold R. Furthermore, we propose an integrated mechanism to adaptively adjust T and R based on the
amount of free SSD space and the current system load.
• For the migration from SSDs to HDDs, we propose a
migration rule to properly manage the migration overhead by adjusting Ohdd−>ssd and Ossd−>hdd dynamically. Ossd−>hdd denotes objects released from SSDs
and migrated to HDDs and Ohdd−>ssd denotes new
incoming objects being migrated from HDDs to SSDs.
Because the released SSD space must accommodate
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the new incoming objects from HDDs, we must ensure
that the size of Ohdd−>ssd is less than or equal to the
size of Ossd−>hdd . In addition, because the objects in
SSDs should have large priorities, we want the object
priorities in Ossd−>hdd to be smaller than the object
priorities in Ohdd−>ssd .
Therefore, we propose a data management method to provide database systems with high I/O performance by considering the above core aspects. Note that the objective of
the proposed method will not affect crash recovery. When
a power failure occurs, traditional crash recovery methods
(e.g., the logging mechanism) can be used to manage and
recover data.

4.

DATA MANAGEMENT METHOD

4.1 Overview
The data management method consists of two parts: (1)
Placement of objects and units (discussed in Section 4.2),
and (2) a priority decision (discussed in Section 4.3). In Section 4.2.1, we define two data structures: object and unit.
An object can be considered as a table in a database system,
while a unit can be considered as a record in an object (i.e.,
a table). Each object and each unit can be assigned a priority that is used to decide whether it should be migrated to
an SSD. In Section 4.2.2, we define two important parameters (i.e., T and R) that control when and which objects
and units can be migrated from HDDs to SSDs. Because T
represents a fixed number of consecutive write requests or a
time interval and R provides a priority threshold for migration, with proper management, the settings for T and R can
throttle the migration speed from HDDs to SSDs. In Section
4.2.3, we need to choose target items from SSDs and migrate
them to HDDs to free space on the SSDs. Then, considering
the available SSD capacity and the priority impact, we propose a migration rule to control the migration overhead by
adjusting the number of objects that will be migrated between HDDs and SSDs. An efficient binary method is also
proposed to fulfill the migration rule. Because the priority decision for objects and units may affect the overall I/O
performance of database systems, we need to evaluate the
effects of the priority decision proposed in this paper. In
Section 4.3, we propose the hotness detection concept that
calculates a priority for each object and unit. The hotness
detection analyzes SQL commands to the database because
they reveal object and unit usage. Therefore, we can calculate the hotness (i.e., priority) of all objects and units by
analyzing the SQL instructions and migrate the hot data to
the fast storage devices (i.e., the SSDs).

4.2 Placement of Objects and Units
4.2.1 Objects and Units
Two data structures, object and unit, are considered in this
paper. An object can be considered as a table in database
systems. In general, a table consists of records for storing
data in database systems. A unit can be considered as a
record in an object (i.e., a table). Each object and each unit
can be assigned different priorities that are used to decide
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whether they can be placed in SSDs or not. An object list is
used to record objects sorted by their priorities. Each object
maintains a unit list sorted by unit priority in which the
largest unit priority denotes the priority of its corresponding
object. To utilize the SSD capacity most efficiently, the units
represent fine-grained candidates to be placed in SSDs rather
than the entire objects. As depicted in Fig. 5, assume that
there are three objects (e.g., X, Y, and Z). This object list
represents the priority order of X, Y, and Z and their units
are recorded by their corresponding unit lists.

4.2.2 Migration from HDDs to SSDs
Because SSDs are faster than HDDs, the response time of a
database system can be improved by migrating the most appropriate objects or units from HDDs to SSDs. Therefore,
it is important to efficiently determine which objects and
units should be migrated from HDDs to SSDs. However,
because the appropriate objects and units can change over
time, a predefined interval, T , is used to locate the most
current appropriate objects and units. T can also represent a fixed number of transactions in the database system.
When the interval T expires or T transactions have been
completed, the object with the largest priority is extracted
from the object list, and its unit list is traversed to locate
units whose priorities are larger than the predefined threshold R. Those high-priority units can be migrated to the
SSDs. This procedure continues until the allocated SSDs
have no remaining free space or no such units are found.
Thus, T and R represent two important parameters for controlling the speed at which objects and units migrate from
HDDs to SSDs. Note that because most database systems
employ an LRU-based RAM buffer to cache frequently used
data, we only migrate units that have not been cached in the
database-based RAM buffer (and whose priorities are larger
than R) to SSDs. Therefore, we must monitor and trace the
objects/units stored in the database’s RAM buffer during
the migration from HDDs to SSDs.
When T is small, migration from HDDs to SSDs could be
executed frequently and could cause migration overhead.
When R is small, the number of unit priorities larger than R
may cause more units to be migrated from HDDs to SSDs.
In contrast, a too-large R may lead to only a few units being
migrated from HDDs to SSDs, which will limit the potential
response time improvement. Some users may require a large
T with a small R or a small T with a large R to relocate
more suitable objects and units. A large T with a small R
provides more time (large T ) for analyzing the objects, and
more units (small R) are likely to be migrated from HDDs
to SSDs. In contrast, a small T with a large R means that
the units with very high priorities (large R) will be migrated
from HDDs to SSDs quickly (small T ). We used the combination of four situations for the initial settings of T and R
shown in Table 1.
To properly control the migration overhead, we propose an
integrated mechanism that adaptively adjusts T and R based
on the amount of free SSD space and the current system
load. When the system load is heavy (as occurs in some
systems at specific times or specific days), T and R can be
increased to avoid too-frequent migration even if there is sufficient free SSD space to accomodate all the migrated items.
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Figure 5: Objects and Units

Table 1: Settings for T and R

Small T &
Small R
Large T &
Large R
Large T &
Small R
Small T &
Large R

Situations
1. Free SSD space is sufficiently large
2. The current system load is light
1. Free SSD space is insufficient
2. The current system load is heavy
More time (large T ) is able to observe
the objects, and more units (small R)
can be migrated from HDDs to SSDs.
Units with very high priorities (large R)
can be migrated from HDDs to SSDs
quickly (small T ).

When the free SSD space is insufficient or the current system load is heavy, T or R can be increased to reduce the
migration speed from HDDs to SSDs. On the other hand,
when the free SSD space increases or the current system load
is light, T or R can be decreased to speed up the migration
from HDDs to SSDs. Assume that T (0) and R(0) denote the
initial values of T and R, and T (i) and R(i) denote the i−th
values. We use αi to denote the percentage of free SSD space
after T (i) transactions are complete; the value of αi is between 0 and 1. For example, if the initial free SSD capacity
is 1,000MB and the current free SSD space is 300MB after
T (i) transactions are complete, αi will be 300/1000. We use
fi
βi = Ave
to denote the i − th system load when T (i) transi
actions are finished; its value is between 0 and 1, where fi
denotes the transaction execution time during T (i) transacPi

f

k
tions and Avei = k=0
denotes the average system load
i+1
from T (0) to T (i). For example, if T (i) is 1,000 transactions
and the total execution time during T (i) transactions is 10s,
fi will be 10s/1000 and Avei can chang accordingly after
fi
denotes the i − th
fi is calculated. Therefore, βi = Ave
i
system load when T (i) transactions have completed. Based
on the free SSD space (i.e., αi ) and the current system load
(i.e., βi ), we can adaptively set T (i + 1) and R(i + 1) as
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shown in the following equation (note that the pseudocode
for the migration procedure from HDDs to SSDs is shown
in Algorithm 1).


T (i + 1) = T (i) − αi ∗ T (0) + βi ∗ T (0)
R(i + 1) = R(i) − αi ∗ R(0) + βi ∗ R(0)

(1)

Algorithm 1 Migration from HDDs to SSDs(T , R)
1: while the interval T expires do
2:
repeat
3:
each object O is extracted from the object list in
reverse priority order;
4:
traverse the unit list of O and record the units whose
priorities are larger than the predefined threshold
R;
5:
until free SSD space is insufficient or no units that
exceed R exist
6:
sort the collected units whose priorities are larger than
the predefined threshold R and migrate them to SSDs;
7: end while
8: adaptively adjust T and R based on the free SSD space
and the current system load;

4.2.3 Migration from SSDs to HDDs
When the SSDs are full or have insufficient capacity to accomodate the high-priority items, a migration from SSDs
to HDDs is required to free SSD space. During this process, which lesser-used items are selected from the SSDs
and migrated to the HDDs. Assume that Ohdd−>ssd and
Ossd−>hdd are the objects that will be migrated from HDDs
to SSDs and from SSDs to HDDs, respectively. The migration rule states that the size of Ohdd−>ssd must be less
than or equal to the size of Ossd−>hdd . Any object’s priority in Ossd−>hdd must be smaller than each object’s priority in Ohdd−>ssd . When Ossd−>hdd is large, the number
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of units migrated from HDDs to SSDs can also increase but
the migration overhead is also large. Therefore, we propose
a migration rule to properly manage the migration overhead
by adjusting Ohdd−>ssd and Ossd−>hdd dynamically. To adjust Ohdd−>ssd and Ossd−>hdd , we propose a binary method
(i.e., Algorithm 2) to efficiently and quickly find a priority
p such that the following migration rule can be satisfied:
• For each object’s priority phs in Ohdd−>ssd and each
object’s priority psh in Ossd−>hdd , phs ≥ p ≥ psh .

is 75. Then, Ohdd−>ssd and Ossd−>hdd can be migrated between HDDs and SSDs. Note that if (low == high) and
(Ossd−>hdd < Ohdd−>ssd ) are satisfied, we need to trim
Ohdd−>ssd such that Ossd−>hdd is larger than or equal to
Ohdd−>ssd . The trimming process for Ohdd−>ssd is to remove the objects with the smallest priorities in Ohdd−>ssd
until Ossd−>hdd is larger than or equal to Ohdd−>ssd . The
pseudoscode for the migration from SSDs to HDDs is shown
in Algorithm 3.
High=100

• The size of Ohdd−>ssd is less than or equal to the size
of Ossd−>hdd .
The parameter p is important because it controls which objects and units can be migrated from SSDs to HDDs. When
p is large, many objects and units can be migrated from
SSDs to HDDs such that Ossd−>hdd becomes large. However, a large p also sets a threshold to prevent too many
objects and units from being migrated from HDDs to SSDs
such that Ohdd−>ssd becomes small. Therefore, the design
idea of Algorithm 2 is to efficiently converge p using a recursive binary method such that Ossd−>hdd and Ohdd−>ssd
can meet the migration rule.
Algorithm
Ossd−>hdd )

2

Binary Method(low,

high,

Ohdd−>ssd ,

1: p = (low + high)/2;
2: construct Ossd−>hdd and Ohdd−>ssd based on the migration rule with p
3: if (low == high) then
4:
p = (low + high)/2;
5:
if (the size of Ossd−>hdd ≥ the size of Ohdd−>ssd )
then
6:
return p, Ossd−>hdd , and Ohdd−>ssd ;
7:
else if (the size of Ossd−>hdd < the size of Ohdd−>ssd )
then
8:
trim the Ohdd−>ssd such that the size of Ossd−>hdd
≥ the size of Ohdd−>ssd ;
9:
return p, Ossd−>hdd , and Ohdd−>ssd ;
10:
end if
11: else if (the size of Ossd−>hdd > the size of Ohdd−>ssd )
then
12:
call Binary Method(low, p, Ohdd−>ssd , Ossd−>hdd );
13: else if ((the size of Ossd−>hdd < the size of Ohdd−>ssd ))
then
14:
call Binary Method(p, high, Ohdd−>ssd , Ossd−>hdd );
15: else if ((the size of Ossd−>hdd == the size of
Ohdd−>ssd )) then
16:
p = (low + high)/2;
17:
return p, Ossd−>hdd , and Ohdd−>ssd ;
18: end if
Because the binary method performs recursively until (low
is equal to high) or (the size of Ossd−>hdd is equal to the
size of Ohdd−>ssd ), its time complexity is only O(log(high −
low)). For example, assume that the Ohdd−>ssd is larger
than Ossd−>hdd when low = 0 and high = 100, as shown
in Fig. 6. Then, we recursively call Binary Method(50,
100, Ohdd−>ssd , Ossd−>hdd ). After the call completes, if
Ossd−>hdd is equal to Ohdd−>ssd , the execution ends and p
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Ohdd->ssd
P=(0+100)/2

Ossd->hdd

Low=0

High=100
Ohdd->ssd

P=(50+100)/2
Ossd->hdd
Low=50

call Binary_Method(50, 100, Ohdd->ssd, Ossd->hdd)
Figure 6: An example of the binary method

Algorithm 3 Migration from SSDs to HDDs(p)
1: while the interval T expires do
2:
low = 0;
3:
high =the maximum priority currently;
4:
call
Binary Method(low,
high,
Ohdd−>ssd ,
Ossd−>hdd );
5:
migrate Ohdd−>ssd and Ossd−>hdd between HDDs and
SSDs;
6: end while

4.3 Priority Decision
The priority decision plays an important role because different priority decisions reflect different priorities that may affect the overall I/O performance of database systems. Therefore, users can use different priority decisions to meet their
requirements. In this paper, the priority decision is based
on hotness detection because placing hot data in faster SSDs
improves I/O performance.
Hotness detection is a method for differentiating data with
high demand from data used less frequently. Various hot
and cold data identification methods have been proposed
such as [20, 12, 19]. Regardless of which method is used,
these methods require usage information for objects and
units. Because SQL is the most widely used language for
database systems, we can collect the required information
from the basic syntax of an SQL instruction. The basic form
of an SQL instruction is SELECT select-list FROM fromlist WHERE qualification. Even for the more syntax of a
JOIN SQL instruction which is SELECT select-list FROM
from-list JOIN join-list WHERE qualification, the fromlist, select-list, and join-list parameters can reveal the hot-
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ness of objects and units and affect the hotness detection of
objects and units. After collecting the object and unit information, we can input that information to a hot and cold data
identification procedure (e.g., MBF [20]) to calculate their
hotness (i.e, their priorities) for the migration procedures
as discussed in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3). Then, the
related object list and unit lists should be modified accordingly. For example, if an SQL instruction is ”SELECT customer.name, customer.phone FROM customer WHERE
customer.custkey = ’10’”, the object whose id is ”customer”
and the corresponding units whose custkey=’10’ can be input to a hot and cold data identification to calculate their
hotness. Assume that MBF (i.e., a method for hot and cold
data identification) is used, one Bloom filter can be selected
sequentially and marks the corresponding bits to 1 by hashing the specific key (i.e., ”customer”+”10”). If the SQL instruction (i.e., ”SELECT customer.name, customer.phone
FROM customer WHERE customer.custkey = ’10’”) is
performed frequently, the units with the specific key (i.e.,
”customer”+”10”) will be identified as hot data according to
the MBF’s conditions for hot data identification. Assume
that MBF adopted four Bloom filters to denote hotness and
recency. Any Bloom filter can be selected sequentially and
marks the corresponding bits to 1 by hashing the specific key
(i.e., customer.custkey = ’10’). Then, we can transform the
hotness to a priority by adding the four Bloom filtersâĂŹ
weighting values. For example, for a specific unit whose
corresponding bit value in the four Bloom filters is 1101, its
priority would be 1∗(23 )+1∗(22 )+0∗(21 )+1∗(20 ) = 13. Consequently, object and unit hotness detection can be achieved
by parsing and analyzing the SQL instructions. During the
interval T (i.e., a fixed number of consecutive write requests
or a time interval), a considerable number of SQL instructions have been executed and the related objects’ and units’
hotness can be used for the subsequent migration procedure.
Because the SQL instructions reveal the usage of objects and
units, a simple hot and cold data identification method can
be used to locate the hottest data. The pseudo code for
hotness detection is shown in Algorithm 4. Note that hotness detection can also be used for materialized views [11,
14, 26] because a materialized view is a method databases
use to improve query performance by storing previous query
results as objects (i.e., tables).

Database System
SQL

SQL

. . .

SQL

The Proposed Method

File System

A Page-Level Caching Method

Random I/O
Requests

SSD cache

SSD storage

HDD storage

Figure 7: Cooperation with page-level caching methods
(note that similar figure is also shown in [13])

The page-level caching methods (e.g., FlashCache [2] and Bcache [1]) buffer frequently used data (caused by file-system
operations) in SSD caches. Page-level caching methods can
use one or more SSDs to play the role of a cache for HDDs
and they depend on the caching policies (e.g., write-through
or write-back) and the replacement policies (e.g., FIFO,
LRU, or LFU) in use. Based on the request size, these methods can cache random I/O requests (e.g., those where the
request size is smaller than a threshold) in the SSD cache
and bypass sequential I/O requests (e.g., those where request size is larger than a threshold) to an HDD. However,
the proposed method can adjust the priority of any object
or unit, allocate SSD space dynamically, and migrate the
appropriate objects/units to the SSD. From a functioinality viewpoint, page-level caching methods and the proposed
method have the same objective—using fast storage (e.g.,
SSDs) when accessing frequently used data. We explain the
differences in the following:

Algorithm 4 Hotness Detection(an SQL instruction s)
1: retrieve the objects’ information from s.from-list;
2: retrieve the units’ information form s.selection-list with
s.qualification;
3: input the objects’ and units’ information to a hot and
cold data identification method to calculate their hotness (i.e., priorities);
4: the related object lists and unit lists are modified accordingly;

5.

COMPARISON WITH PAGE-LEVEL
CACHING METHODS
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1. Page-level caching methods can choose and buffer hot
blocks on SSD cache in a block unit. However, the
block is a fixed size and could contain a lot of units.
Although the hot block was recently used, some units
in the block may not contain high priority data and
should not be placed in the SSD. Therefore, the proposed method can utilize the SSD space more efficiently by migrating smaller units to the SSD.
2. The proposed method can assign the allocated SSD
space to specific objects or units. Because the proposed method knows the situations of objects and units
in a database system, data migration will occur based
on user demand. In contrast, page-level caching methods (in the file system) cannot know the situations of
objects and units and cannot migrate specific objects
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Table 2: The system specifications

or units based on user demand. Therefore, by considering user demand, the proposed method can migrate
only the most appropriate objects and units to the
SSD.

Window 7
4.0GB
Hardware Specifications
HDD
SSD
Brand:
Seagate
Intel 730
Storage capacity:
1TB
480GB
Interface:
SATA3
SATA3
Sequential (Read): 199MB/s 449MB/s
Sequential (Write): 199MB/s 423MB/s
Random (Read):
76MB/s
279MB/s
Random (Write):
91MB/s
415MB/s
RPM:
7200
N/A

Write Bandwidth
500

Read Bandwidth
Intel SSD

320

Throughput(MB/s)

450

300

400

280

350

6.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

260
240

300
220
250

200
0

6.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed method can be built on top of a database
system if the database system provides access to its SQL instructions (such as CREAT E T ABLE, IN SERT IN T O,
U P DAT E and DELET E F ROM ). Using these instructions, the proposed method can profile the workloads and
migrate data between HDDs and SSDs based on priority decisions. For example, we can collect the primary keys of each
output from the TPC benchmark (TPC-H) queries. Then,
we can use the CREAT E T ABLE instruction to create the
corresponding objects on SSDs. After creating the corresponding objects on SSDs, we can use the IN SERT IN T O
instruction to insert hot units into the corresponding objects. If hot units become cold units, we can use DELET E
F ROM to delete cold units from SSDs and use the IN SERT
IN T O instruction to migrate them back to the HDDs. The
computer system used for the experiments was equipped
with an AMD A6-3620 APU with 4.0 GB of main memory,
a Seagate HDD, and an Intel 730 SSD, as shown in Table 2,
which shows that the Intel SSD is faster than the Seagate
HDD. It is worth noting that SSDs that use NAND flash
memory could suffer from the overhead of garbage collection
due to the distinctive characteristics of NAND flash memory.
As shown in Fig. 8, we can observe that the throughput of
the Intel SSD degrades significantly when its space utilization is increased to 90% because garbage collection activities
are triggered frequently when recycling invalid data, which
causes numerous read, write, and erase operations. Therefore, any I/O-intensive applications based on SSDs should
consider the overhead of garbage collection and avoid overusing the available space of SSDs.
We conducted several experiments on a Windows 7 operating system running Microsoft SQL Server. Note that our
method requires no modifications to the Microsoft SQL server
(which is not open-source software); we don’t want to modify
existing database systems, especially industrial or commercial database systems. If the database systems can support
SQL instructions (CREAT E T ABLE, IN SERT IN T O
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Intel SSD

340

Throughput(MB/s)

However, these two approaches can cooperate with each
other because they function at different layers, as shown
in Fig. 7. After the proposed method decides which data is
suitable for storage on an HDD, the data will be migrated
to the HDD. Then, a page-level caching method can be used
to improve the access performance to reduce the impact
of an incorrect decision by the proposed method. Overall, page-level caching methods improve I/O performance
for database systems, but they cannot dynamically migrate
objects and units between the SSDs and the HDDs based on
user demand or a particular policy. Consequently, we think
that page-level caching methods and the proposed method
are best used to cooperate with each other rather than replace each other.

OS
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Figure 8: I/O performance of the the Intel SSD under
different space utilizations

or DELET E F ROM ), those systems can adopt the proposed method to migrate frequently used objects/units to
any appropriate storage system. We used the TPC-H and
TPC-C benchmarks to evaluate the performances of the proposed method and other methods. The TPC-H benchmark
[5] is a decision support benchmark used to test the performance of database management systems. It consists of
8 objects (i.e., customer, part, partsupp, supplier, nation,
region, orders, and lineitem). The TPC-H benchmark is intended for benchmarking decision support systems that involve large data volumes, execute complex queries, and provide answers to critical business questions. For the TPC-H
experiments, we followed the TPC-H schema and produced
approximately 34 GB of data in the database system, as
shown in Table 3. The TPC-H workloads used in the experiments were constructed from 5 TPC-H queries (Queries
2, 5, 9, 11, and 17) with the objective of maximizing the
number of objects accessed during the execution of each
query. In contrast, the TPC-C benchmark [4] is intended for
benchmarking computing environments where large numbers of users execute database transactions. The database
transactions include entering and delivering orders, recording payments, checking the status of orders, and monitoring
stock levels at warehouses. Because TPC-C can involve a
mix of concurrent database transactions in an on-line fashion, TPC-C performance can be estimated by measuring
how many transactions are completed per minute. For the
TPC-C experiments, we used the HammerDB tool [3] to
generate the TPC-C workloads. Note that HammerDB is
an open-source load testing tool suitable for Oracle, SQL
Server, DB2, TimesTen, and PostgreSQL.
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Number of Migration under Different Ts

Option
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Object Name
supplier
part
customer
partsupp
orders
lineitem
nation
region

Object Size (MB)
46.9MB
864.4MB
770.5MB
3,709.3MB
5,184.1MB
24,440.6MB
0.016MB
0.016MB

R = 240

or R can be decreased to speed up the migration from HDDs
to SSDs.
Size of Migration Data under Different Rs

Table 3: The object information

The maximum free SSD space is 2GB
1400
1200
1000

Supplier
Customer
Part
Partsupp
Orders
Lineitem

800
600
400
200
0
T=1000,R=480

T=1000,R=240

T=1000,R=120

T=1000,R=60

Figure 10: Size of migration data (MB) under different
R values

14
12
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8

6.3 TPC-H Experiments

6
4
2
0
T=250

T=500

T=1000

T=2000

Figure 9: Number of migration under different T s

6.2 Effect of T and R
T (i.e., a fixed number of transactions in the database system) and R (i.e., a priority threshold for migration) are two
parameters for controlline the speed of object and unit migration from HDDs to SSDs. We conducted experiments to
illustrate the influence of T and R. One is maintain R at a
fixed value while observing the effect of different values for
T , as shown in Fig. 9. The other is to keep T fixed and
observe different values for R, as shown in Fig. 10. The
maximum free SSD capacity was set to 2GB. We conducted
experiments by randomly selecting among 5 TPC-H queries
(Queries 2, 5, 9, 11, and 17) to execute 3,000 times.
As shown in Fig. 9, when T is small, the migration from
HDDs to SSDs executed frequently. Although a small T
can migrate appropriate data quickly to the SSDs, it causes
frequent migration activities that result in more overhead
than a large T . To slow down the migration from HDDs
to SSDs, we can increase T , thus reducing the migration
frequency. As shown in Fig. 10, when R is small, there are
more objects and units whose priorities are larger than R.
These will be migrated from HDDs to SSDs, causing the size
of the migrated data in SSDs to be larger. To recude the size
of data migrated from HDDs to SSDs, we can increase R.
For example, the size of the migrated data for objects (i.e.,
lineitem) under conditions where T = 1, 000 and R = 60
was very large (i.e., about 1,400MB). Therefore, a large R
may lead to only a few units being migrated from HDDs
to SSDs. Consequently, the T and R settings can throttle
the migration speed from HDDs to SSDs. Therefore, when
there is little free space on the SSDs or when the system
load is heavy, T or R can be increased to slow down the
migration from HDDs to SSDs. Conversely, when the free
SSD increases or the current system load becomes light, T
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In experiments, we compared the proposed data management method (i.e., PDM) with other methods (i.e., All in
HDDs, All in SSDs, OPA, and PAGE-LEVEL). We used
two workloads to illustrate the total improvement of each
method. The first workload consists of queries that can
cause a large range of data accesses. The second workload
consists of queries that can cause random data accesses.
PDM denotes the proposed method. All in HDDs means
that all objects and units are placed only in HDDs, while
All in SSDs means that all objects and units are placed
only in SSDs. OPA denotes the previous work by [8] that
takes advantage of the random data access speeds of SSDs.
PAGE-LEVEL denotes the (LRU-based) page-level caching
method.
The workloads in the experiments were generated by randomly selecting among 5 TPC-H queries (queries 2, 5, 9, 11,
and 17) which were each executed many times. Although
the default T was set to 1,000 with the default R = 60, T
and R can be adaptively adjusted based on the free SSD
space and the current system load. We measured the average execution time per interval, where T1, T2, T3, and
T4 represent the first, second, third and fourth intervals for
different query counts according to the proposed formula, respectively. Note that the average execution time per query
included real delays such as the creation time, the insertion time, the deletion time, and the migration (movement)
overhead of the objects/units during the execution of SQL
queries.

6.3.1 A Large Range of Data Accesses
We modified the 5 TPC-H queries to increase the range of
data accesses by removing some predicates from each query’s
where clause. The average execution time of each method
is shown in Fig. 11 with different amounts of SSD capacity
(i.e., 2GB, 1GB, 500MB, and 250MB). T and R were adaptively adjusted from (R = 60, T = 1, 000), (R = 119, T =
1, 998), (R = 178, T = 2, 997), and (R = 238, T = 3, 997)
during the intervals T1, T2, T3, and T4, respectively. The
size of the data stored on the HDDs and SSDs after executing OPA and PDM is shown in Table 4 with different SSD
capacities.
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Figure 11: The TPC-H results under a large range of data accesses
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Figure 12: The TPC-H results under random data accesses
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Table 4: Data size on HDDs and SSDs for a large range
of data accesses

(a) After executing OPA and PDM
with 250MB SSD capacity
OPA
Data size on HDDs (MB)
Data size on SSDs (MB)

34,968.9
46.9

PDM with
R = 238
35,015.8
246.66

while PDM improved by 32% and 30%, using299.3MB and
246.66MB of space on the SSDs during the T3 and T4 intervals as R was adjusted to 178 and 238, respectively. During
the interval T4, All in SSDs required more execution time
than during intervals T1, T2, and T3, because the operations
triggered garbage collection on SSDs that caused additional
overhead.

6.3.2 Random Data Accesses
(b) After executing OPA and PDM
with 500MB SSD capacity
OPA
Data size on HDDs (MB)
Dize size on SSDs (MB)

34,968.9
46.9

PDM with
R = 178
35,015.8
299.63

(c) After executing OPA and PDM
with 1GB SSD capacity
OPA
Data size on HDDs (MB)
Data size on SSDs (MB)

34,104.5
911.3

PDM with
R = 119
35,015.8
444.3

(d) After executing OPA and PDM
with 2GB SSD capacity
OPA
Data size on HDDs (MB)
Data size on SSDs (MB)

34,104.5
911.3

PDM with
R = 60
35,015.8
1,862.2

Fig. 11 (a) shows the average execution times of the tested
methods during the interval T1 when the maximum free SSD
capacity was set to 2GB. During interval T1, compared to
the All in SSDs and PAGE-LEVEL methods, the average execution time of OPA and PDM was similar to All in HDDs.
This is because OPA and PDM must profile the workloads
during the T1 interval; only when that is complete can they
start to migrate data between HDDs and SSDs during the
interval T2. However, All in SSDs obtains the best performance because all the data is already in SSDs, and and
the PAGE-LEVEL method begins migrating data to SSDs
based on its LRU-based caching mechanism. Therefore, All
in SSDs and PAGE-LEVEL methods achieved better average execution times during the interval T1. Fig. 11 (b)
shows the average execution times of the tested methods
during the interval T2, when the maximum free SSD capacity became 1GB. Here, OPA’s performance was similar to its
performance during the interval T1 because 1GB SSD capacity was sufficient for OPA, which used 911.3MB of the SSD
capacity. In contrast, the PAGE-LEVEL method improved
by 27% during interval T2 and the performance of PDM improved by 31%, requiring only 444.3MB of SSD space during
interval T2 when R was adjusted to 119.
Fig. 11 (c) and (d) show the average execution times during
the T3 and T4 intervals, when the maximum free SSD capacities were 500MB and 250MB, respectively. OPA and All in
HDDs performed similarly because they could not place any
additional data on the SSDs due to insufficient space. OPA
used 46.9MB of the available SSD capacity during the T3
and T4 intervals. The PAGE-LEVEL method improved by
27% and 25% during the intervals T3 and T4, respectively,
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The random data access experiments used similar workloads
for OPA [8]. The workload consists of SQL queries that can
cause random data accesses because OPA takes advantage of
random data accesses on SSDs. The workload used modified
versions of the 5 TPC-H queries (Query 2, 5, 9, 11, and 17)
to reduce the buffer hit ratio and cause more random data
accesses. The average execution time for each method is
shown in Fig. 12 as the SSD capacity varied (i.e., 2GB, 1GB,
500MB, and 250MB). T and R were adaptively adjusted
among (R = 60, T = 1, 000), (R = 119, T = 1, 998), (R =
178, T = 2, 997), and (R = 238, T = 3, 997) during the
intervals T1, T2, T3, and T4, respectively. The sizes of the
data on HDDs and SSDs after executing OPA and PDM
under different SSD capacities are listed in Table 5 (a)–(d).
In Fig. 12 (a), the average execution time of OPA and PDM
during interval T1 was similar to or longer than All in HDDs.
This is because OPA and PDM must profile the workloads
during the T1 interval; only then can they begin tart to migrate data between HDDs and SSDs during the next interval.
The PAGE-LEVEL method improved by 47% during the interval T1. OPA’s average execution time under the 2GB and
1GB SSD capacity conditions was similar, as shown in Fig.
12 (a) and (b). This result occurred because the data to
be migrated was smaller than the maximum free SSD space,
and the average execution time was not reduced accordingly
when the free SSD space was increased. When the maximum free SSD space became 1GB, OPA achieved a 1% to
3% improvement at a cost of 911.3MB SSD space during
interval T2. The PAGE-LEVEL method improved by 40%
during the T2 interval and PDM achieved a 42% improvement while using only 14.22MB of space on the SSDs during
interval T2 when R was adjusted to 119.
In Fig. 12 (c) and (d), OPA’s results were similar, using
46.9MB of SSD space during intervals T3 and T4, when
the maximum free SSD space fell to 500MB and 250MB,
respectively. The PAGE-LEVEL method improved by 43%
and 53% during T3 and T4. PDM achieved improvements
of 54% and 52% while using only 7.8MB and 6.73MB of SSD
space during T3 and T4 as R was adjusted to 178 and 238,
respectively. Based on these experimental results, R should
not be set to a large value for PDM. When R is too large, the
amount of data migrated to SSDs becomes small, limiting
the improvement ratio PDM can achieve, as shown in Fig.
12 (d).

6.4 TPC-C Experiments
We used the HammerDB tool [3] to generate the TPC-C
workloads: the number of warehouses was 10, the size of all
tables of all warehouses was approximately 1GB, the number of concurrent users was 10 and the total transactions
per user was approximately 1,000,000. Because all table
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OPA
Size of data in HDDs (MB)
Size of data in SSDs (MB)

34,968.9
46.9

PDM with
R = 238
35,015.8
6.73

(b) After executing OPA and PDM with
500MB SSD capacity
OPA
Size of data in HDDs (MB)
Size of data in SSDs (MB)

34,968.9
46.9

PDM with
R = 178
35,015.8
7.8

(c) After executing OPA and PDM with
1GB SSD capacity
OPA
Size of data in HDDs (MB)
Size of data in SSDs (MB)

34,104.5
911.3

PDM with
R = 119
35,015.8
14.22

(d) After executing OPA and PDM with
2GB SSD capacity
OPA
Size of data in HDDs (MB)
Size of data in SSDs (MB)

34,104.5
1,681.8

PDM with
R = 60
35,015.8
14.22

Number of Transactions per Minute

(a) After executing OPA and PDM with
250MB SSD capacity
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Table 5: Size of data in HDDs and SSDs for random data
accesses
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Figure 13: The TPC-C results with 250MB and 500MB
of SSD capacity

sizes were approximately 1GB, the capacity of SSDs was set
to 250MB and 500MB to measure the number of transactions per minute, and the default T was set to 1,000 and
R was set to 60. Note that the number of transactions per
minute include real delays such as overhead required for creation, insertion, deletion, and migration (movement) of the
objects/units during SQL query execution.
T and R were adaptively adjusted between (R = 60, T =
1, 000) and (R = 120, T = 2, 000), as shown in Fig. 13 (a)
and (b). With a small R = 60, PDM and All in SSDs
achieved similar results, with larger numbers of transactions per minute than other methods. This is because a
small R causes sufficient appropriate data to be migrated
to SSDs, which increases the number of transactions per
minute. Even OPA increases the number of transactions
per minute compared to All in HDDs. However, when the
SSD capacity was increased from 250MB to 500MB, the improvement ratios of some methods (e.g., PAGE-LEVEL and
PDM) did not increase significantly. This is because the
TPC-C workloads consist of many small transactions; consequently, a relatively small SSD capacity (e.g., 250MB) is
sufficient for the TPC-C workloads (such as entering and delivering orders, recording payments, checking the status of
orders, and monitoring the level of stock at the warehouses).
The TPC-C workloads were unlike the TPC-H workloads in
the previous experiment, which examined large volumes of
data, executed highly complex queries, and provided answers to critical business questions. Consequently, at some
SSD capacities the proposed method (i.e., PDM) performs
more transactions than other methods (i.e., All in HDDs,
OPA, and PAGE-LEVEL) for the TPC-C workloads because
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the SSDs reduce the required I/O time.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a data management method for
databases using hybrid storage systems. The goal of this
study was to improve the I/O performance of database systems by migrating high-priority data to fast-access SSDs
and low-priority data to HDDs, which have lower costs. We
used two data structures, objects and units, to represent the
data in the database systems, where objects and units represent the data to be migrated. Each object and each unit
is assigned a priority according to a priority decision (e.g.,
hotness detection). The speed of the migration from HDDs
to SSDs is controlled by two parameters, T and R, where
T represents a fixed number of transactions in the database
system, and R is a priority threshold for migration. We also
proposed an integrated mechanism to adaptively adjust T
and R based on the amount of free SSD space and the current system load. The migration from SSDs to HDDs can
be controlled by the parameter p to determine which objects
and units can be migrated from SSDs to HDDs, where p is
a priority point and can be efficiently searched using the
proposed binary method. Because the priority decisions for
objects and units may affect the overall I/O performance of
database systems, we investigated hotness detection in this
paper. Hotness detection is an approach that can identify
hot and cold data. Then, hot data can be migrated to fast
storage devices such as SSDs. Because SQL instructions can
reveal the usage of objects and units, we elected to calculate
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the hotness (i.e., the priority) of all objects and units by
analyzing the SQL instructions. The experimental results
show that the proposed method can achieve the goal. It improves the I/O performance of databases while using only a
small amount of the available SSD space.
For future work, the priority decision in the method should
be flexibly based on a particular policy or condition. Regardless of the hotness of the objects and units, some specific objects or units could be assigned higher priorities for
particular applications. Especially, considering on-demand
resource issues in cloud computing, the dynamic priority
adjustment should be provided for cloud computing environments. The idea is that applications with higher priority
should be able to use more objects and units in fast storage
devices (e.g., SSDs). In this way, we could assign higher
priorities to the objects and units to be placed in fast storage devices to improve the I/O performance of high-priority
applications.

8.
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ABSTRACT
Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX) have been
introduced for hardware transactional memory since the 4th
generation Intel Core processors. TSX provides two software
programming interfaces: Hardware Lock Elision (HLE) and
Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM). HLE is easy to
use and maintains backward compatibility with processors
without TSX support, while RTM is more flexible and scalable. Previous researches have shown that critical sections
protected by RTM with a well-designed retry mechanism as
its fallback code path can often achieve better performance
than HLE. More parallel programs may be programmed in
HLE, however, using RTM may obtain greater performance.
To embrace both productivity and high performance of parallel programs with TSX, we present a framework built on
QEMU that can dynamically transform HLE instructions
in an application binary to fragments of RTM codes with
adaptive tuning on the fly. Compared to HLE execution,
our prototype achieves 1.56× speedup with 8 threads on average. Due to the scalability of RTM, the speedup will be
more significant as the number of threads increases.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Shared memory algorithms; •Software and its engineering → Runtime environments;

Keywords
Transactional Memory, Transactional Synchronization Extensions, Adaptive Tuning, Dynamic Binary Translation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Transactional Memory (TM) is a promising technology to
enhance parallel computing. It provides a scalable and easyto-use mechanism for atomic execution of code regions, aiming to replace the burden of using fine-grain locks to protect
shared data structures. When running within transactional
memory protected code regions, multiple threads are allowed
Copyright is held by the authors.
This work is based on an earlier
work: RACS’18 Proceedings of the 2018 ACM Research in Adaptive
and Convergent Systems, Copyright 2018 ACM 978-1-4503-5885-9.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3264746.3264789
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to access shared data in parallel speculatively. If no data
races are detected, transactions are committed. Conventional lock-based protection is too conservative, where two
threads may be forced to go through a critical region in sequence even if they do not necessarily touch the same data.
TM allows applications to exploit more potential parallelism
since shared data are protected in an optimistic manner,
only true data conflicts would cause transaction failure and
a rollback. The optimistic data sharing protection enables
more efficient concurrent execution for applications with infrequent data conflicts and contentions. It also simplifies
parallel programming since lock-based concurrency control
is usually difficult to program and error-prone.
TM implementations are mainly classified into two types:
software transactional memory (STM) [3, 17, 31, 22, 15]
and hardware transactional memory (HTM) [18, 2, 25, 13].
STM is implemented entirely in software, making it possible to run on any commodity hardware, but is known to
be very slow and costly. In recent years, HTM started to
be adopted by several processor manufacturers. For example, HTM is introduced in Sun Rock processors, IBM Blue
Gene/Q and POWER8, and Intel processors starting from
the 4th Core generation. With hardware support for transactional memory execution, these processors can now deliver greater performance compared to STM, and using TM
in real applications becomes practical. We can expect that
more parallel programs utilizing transactional memory are
available in the near future.
Intel HTM provides two programming interfaces, Hardware
Lock Elision (HLE) and Restricted Transactional Memory
(RTM), which have different characteristics. HLE provides
backward compatibility and is compatible with the existing
lock-based programming, while RTM features its flexibility
and scalability. Previous researches have shown that critical sections protected by RTM with a well-designed retry
mechanism as its fallback code path can achieve better performance than HLE [14, 26]. However, considering a wide
variety of existing x86 platforms that do not support hardware transactional memory (e.g., Intel Pentium and AMD
processors), software vendors may prefer to distribute applications with HLE over RTM so that the applications are
guaranteed to run on a larger base of compatible machines.
As a result, when running such HLE applications on machines supporting RTM, only a fraction of the potential per-
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formance is actually realized.
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To address this problem, we propose a framework built on
QEMU [6] that can transform HLE instructions in a binary
into fragments of RTM codes based on the dynamic binary
translation (DBT) technique. DBT is a widely used mechanism that can execute application binaries of one guest
instruction set architecture (ISA) on a host machine with
a different ISA. With this framework, we show the power
of dynamic binary optimization by turning HLE code into
higher performance RTM code on the fly when the host platform has support for RTM. Furthermore, we improve the
RTM efficiency by designing an adaptive tuning method for
the RTM retry mechanism based on the transactional commit rate. Finally, we identify the poor handling of indirect
branches in QEMU that can impose extra memory pressure
on the TM system, resulting in the drop of the transactional commit rate. To solve the problem, a lookup cache
is implemented to optimize indirect branch translation and
minimize the DBT intervention in the transactions.
Compared to HLE execution, our prototype achieves 1.56×
speedup on average with 8 threads. Due to the scalability of
RTM, the speedup will be more significant as the number of
threads increases. With the optimization to prevent DBT
intervention in the transactions, the transactional commit
rate is further improved by up to 22%. We also evaluate
our adaptive tuning mechanism with a static library approach. The native execution results show that our RTM
tuning mechanism achieves 2.55× speedup over HLE with
8 threads. However, the static approach is less transparent,
since programmers must explicitly re-compile the application with our RTM library code.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides the background of Intel transactional memory extensions and dynamic binary translation. Section 3 presents
our HLE to RTM transformation method. We report the
evaluation results in Section 4. Section 5 describes related
work and Section 6 concludes.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Intel Transactional Memory Extensions

Intel HTM keeps track of data accessed in the transactional
region by maintaining the read-sets and write-sets at the
granularity of a cache line. Memory location touched in the
transactional region is added to the processor’s read-set or
write-set, according to its operation type. When a logical
processor reads a location that is in other logical processor’s
write-set, or writes a location that is in other logical processor’s read-set or write-set, a conflict is triggered and the
transaction aborts. If there is no data race, the data can
be written back from cache to memory when committing
the transaction. Intel provides two programming interfaces,
HLE and RTM, to specify transactional regions. In the following, we describe their main features.

2.1.1

Hardware Lock Elision

Hardware Lock Elision (HLE) is a mechanism that speculatively executes the lock-protected region as transaction
by eliding the lock, and falls back to lock acquisition if the
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Loop :
pause
mov eax , 1
xacquire xchg , lock , eax
test eax , eax
jne Loop
; ( c r i t i c a l section )
xrelease mov lock , 0

(a) HLE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

xbegin AbortHandler
; ( c r i t i c a l section )
xend
...
AbortHandler :
; ( handle t r a n s a c t i o n a l abort )

(b) RTM

Figure 1: Examples of critical section implementation by using the Intel HLE xacquire/xrelease prefixes and the RTM xbegin/xend instructions.

transaction fails to commit. HLE provides two instruction
prefixes: xacquire and xrelease, which reuse the opcodes of
the existing prefixes of repne and repe, respectively. The
xacquire prefix is the hint to start a transaction and elide
the lock. The processor records the lock’s address and value
in the elision buffer, pretending the lock is acquired and
speculatively executing the critical section. The xrelease
prefix is the hint to end a transaction. If data conflicts
exist among threads or the lock is not written with the original value recorded in the elision buffer, the transaction is
aborted. Execution restarts from the xacquire-prefixed instruction but ignores the hint this time, and proceeds to
contend for the lock. Figure 1a presents a critical section
example with HLE. The thread elides the lock to start a
memory transaction in line 4. If the transaction aborts in
the critical section, all modifications roll back to the initial
state and the critical section is re-executed from line 4 by
ignoring the hint of xacquire and acquiring the lock.
HLE is designed for backward compatibility since it reuses
existing prefixes. If the processor does not support HLE, it
ignores the HLE hints and executes normally by acquiring
and releasing the lock. Moreover, lock elision uses the same
lock-based programming model. Thus, HLE can be directly
applied to existing programs, which can enjoy the benefits
of HLE with little modification.

2.1.2

Restricted Transactional Memory

Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM) provides new instructions: xbegin, xend, and xabort, which are used to start,
commit and abort a transaction, respectively. Hence, RTM
is not backward compatible. As Figure 1b shows, the xbegin
instruction starts the transaction and specifies an address to
which the program will jump if the transaction aborts. The
xend instruction commits the transaction and writes back
data from cache to memory if the transaction works well.
The xabort instruction explicitly terminates a transaction
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and returns abort status in the EAX register.
Unlike HLE, programmers must provide an alternative code
path for RTM to handle transactional aborts. The reason is
that RTM transactions are not guaranteed to always commit. Programmers cannot infinitely retry a transaction until
it is committed, or otherwise, the transaction may always be
aborted and the program will get stuck. Therefore, a fallback code path is necessary to ensure forward progress. A
common fallback code implementation is to use lock-based
synchronization for protecting critical sections.

2.1.3

Retry Mechanism with RTM

Although HLE can be implemented into existing programs
with little modification, previous researches [14, 26] showed
that HLE has performance issues because it gives up the
transaction and acquires the lock on an abort, which then
leads to a chain of transaction failures on other threads.
This situation is especially severe when running a large number of concurrent threads. Such issue can be mitigated by
using RTM with a retry mechanism. That is, the RTM
transaction is re-issued for more times in hopes of forward
progress so that the execution of the lock acquisition path
can be avoided. This motivates the paper and we introduce a
transparent approach that can dynamically transform HLE
instructions into RTM codes so as to exploit the benefits
brought from RTM.

2.2

Dynamic Binary Translation

DBT is a core technology used to execute an application binary of one ISA on a host machine with a different ISA. It
has been applied in many dynamic translation and optimization systems [4, 33, 20, 21, 27, 8, 12, 5, 36, 11]. When the
guest ISA is different from the host ISA, DBT is used for application migration or architecture simulation; for example,
the Android emulator allows to emulate ARM binaries on
x86 platforms. When the guest and host ISAs are the same,
e.g., the guest is x86 + HLE and the host is x86 + RTM in
our case, DBT is used for dynamic binary optimization.
DBT operates directly on binaries, allowing it to run legacy
or proprietary applications without source code available.
The guest binary is translated to host native instructions
one region at a time, usually at the granularity of one basic block. The translated region is cached in memory to
avoid re-translation and would run many times faster than
interpreting the guest code. During the execution, the application may transfer control to the DBT for system management, such as translating a new region, signal handling,
or looking up next execution code. Block chaining, shadow
stack [8], and indirect branch translation cache [30] are the
control transfer optimizations commonly used in DBT to
keep execution staying in the code cache.

3.

HLE TO RTM TRANSFORMATION

In this section, we first introduce our HLE to RTM transformation method. Then, we present the dynamic tuning
algorithm for the RTM retry mechanism and the optimization to reduce DBT footprint on the transactions.
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Algorithm 1: Translation of transaction begin and end.
Input : Lock reference lock, stored value val,
critical section identity csid.
1 Function tm begin(lock, val, csid)
2
if elision buffer empty() then
3
retry ← get retry count(csid) // get retry value
4
while retry > 0 do
5
xbegin() // begin a transaction
6
if transaction enters successfully then
7
elision buffer push(lock, read(lock))
8
return
9
else
10
// fallback path on an abort
11
retry ← retry − 1
12
end
13
end
14
// do lock acquisition after too many aborts
15
acquire lock(lock, val)
16
else
17
// nested transaction and elide the lock directly
18
elision buffer push(lock, read(lock))
19
end
20
return
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Function tm end(lock, val)
if not elision buffer empty() then
old lock, old val ← elision buffer pop()
if old lock != lock or old val != val then
xabort() // abort due to mismatched lock
else if elision buffer empty() then
xend() // end a transaction
end
else
// release lock because the thread is holding it
release lock(lock, val)
end
return

3.1

Transformation Method

Our transformation method is implemented in QEMU, a
popular DBT system that supports several guest and host
ISAs, e.g., x86, ARM and PowerPC. QEMU translates guest
instructions to IR (intermediate representation) operations,
which are then in turn translated into equivalent host codes.
To realize our HLE to RTM transformation, we add two new
TM pseudo operations in the QEMU IR:
• tm begin (lock, val, csid): specify the start of a transactional region,
• tm end (lock, val): specify the end of a transactional
region,
where operand lock is the reference to the lock variable,
val is the value to be atomically stored in the HLE xacquire/xrelease instruction, and csid is the identity of the
critical section.
After the application binary is disassembled by QEMU, the
HLE xacquire and xrelease prefixed instructions are respectively converted to the tm begin and tm end operations. If
the host machine does not support RTM, these operations
are translated back to the original HLE instructions for compatibility. When RTM is available, tm begin and tm end are
translated with RTM functionalities using the xbegin and
xend instructions, as shown in Algorithm 1.
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For the translation of tm begin, a naı̈ve scheme is to simply
translate it to the xbegin instruction and add lock synchronization codes in the fallback path. However, such translation scheme does not take advantage of the RTM features.
Instead, we implement the retry-on-abort mechanism mentioned in Section 2.1.3 (the detailed algorithm is described in
Section 3.2). If the thread does not execute in the transaction mode, it first retrieves the maximum retry count for the
RTM transaction before entering the transaction (line 2-3).
Then, the transaction is started with the RTM instruction,
xbegin. When a transactional abort occurs within the critical section, the execution rolls back, jumps to the fallback
code path, and decreases the retry count by one (line 11).
When the transaction’s retry count is exhausted (i.e., decremented to 0), the execution is forced to acquire the lock in
order to ensure forward progress. The lock synchronization
is implemented using the same HLE instruction but without
the xacquire prefix, i.e., atomic exchange(lock,val) (line 15).
The translation of tm end needs to consider two possible execution paths: one is the execution from the RTM transaction and the other is from the lock-protected critical section.
If the thread is in the transaction mode, the xend instruction
is executed to commit the RTM transaction (line 27). Otherwise, lock synchronization is required to release the lock,
in which the HLE instruction without the xrelease prefix is
emitted, i.e., atomic store(lock,val) (line 31).
Besides the mapping from HLE instructions to RTM ones,
the transformation also faces several design challenges: (1)
how to deal with the semantic of the HLE elision buffer,
and (2) how to handle transaction nesting. Recall that the
HLE hardware records the address and value of the lock
variable in an elision buffer at the transaction start time,
which are later used to determine whether the transaction
can be committed or not. However, the RTM hardware and
instructions do not provide similar functionalities to track
the information of the lock. Therefore, we need to emulate
the HLE elision buffer for correctness of the program when
translating to the RTM codes. To this end, we implement
a software elision buffer using a stack structure. When the
RTM transaction is successfully entered, the address and
value of the lock variable are pushed into the buffer (line 7).
At the end of the transaction, lock data are popped from
the elision buffer and compared against the lock address and
value passed in the arguments. If these lock data mismatch,
the transaction is aborted (line 23-25).
For transaction nesting, we convert the nested transactional
regions into one monolithic transactional region. This translation scheme follows the design concept of the Intel HTM
hardware, where the processor treats all nested transactional
regions as one monolithic transactional region, and a transactional abort restores states to the operation that started
transactional execution (i.e., the outermost xacquire/xbegin
instruction for HLE/RTM) [19]. Based on this concept, in
tm begin, we first check if the transactional execution has
started or not. Since we record lock data in the software elision buffer when running in the transaction mode, whether
the transaction has started can be determined by checking if
the elision buffer is empty or not. When the elision buffer is
not empty, meaning that the transaction is running, execution of an additional xbegin instruction is not issued. Only
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Algorithm 2: Adaptive tuning of RTM retry counter.
Input : Critical section identity csid, update interval
N , threshold T . Retry count retry, state
machine state, and retry tuning direction
direction of the critical section. Initial values
of state = 0, direction = 1.
Output: Retry count.
1 Function get retry count(csid)
2
cs ← critical section profile[csid]
3
if cs is executed for N times then
4
cs→update retry count()
5
end
6
return cs→retry
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Function update retry count()
score ← current commit rate - last commit rate
if score > T then
state ← state + 1
else if score < -T then
state ← state − 1
end
if state = 2 then
state ← 0
retry ← retry + direction
else if state = -2 then
state ← 0
direction ← direction ∗ −1 // change direction
retry ← retry + direction
end
retry ← MAX RETRY if retry > MAX RETRY
retry ← MIN RETRY if retry < MIN RETRY
return

the lock data are pushed to the elision buffer for correctness
checks (line 16-19). In tm end, the lock data are popped
from the elision buffer and verified with the input operands.
The xend instruction is executed to commit the transaction
only when the last data is retrieved (line 26-28).
In our DBT prototype, these two HLE to RTM transformation routines are implemented as helper functions. The HLE
instructions are emulated via invoking the helper functions
at runtime.

3.2

Adaptive RTM Tuning

Since we have used the retry mechanism to control the execution of RTM transactions, the goal is to determine the retry
count that can achieve the optimal transactional commit
rate. Different to [26] which statically assigns fixed retry values to transactional regions, we propose a feedback-directed
tuning approach that dynamically adjusts the retry value
based on the performance of recently executed transactions.
We repeatedly profile the transactional commit rates of the
critical sections for an execution interval. Then, a gradient
descent optimization algorithm is applied to choose a direction, increase(+1) or decrease(-1), to adjust the retry value.
If the adjustment indicates an improvement of the transactional commit rate, we get a “better” signal and the retry
value is adjusted towards this direction for the next execution interval. Otherwise, a “worse” signal is received and the
retry value is altered by reversing the direction.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of our adaptive tuning approach. Each thread has its own retry counter for
each critical section, and a critical section’s retry value is re-
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computed when the critical section is executed for N times
(N =100 in this work). Two most recent execution intervals
are monitored. If the transactional commit rate increases
for a noticeable value, T, in two consecutive intervals, the
retry value is increased or decreased by one according to the
direction. On the contrary, if the commit rate decreases in
two consecutive intervals, we change the gradient descent direction and update the retry value as well. The retry value
eventually will be adjusted to an optimal value and achieves
the best transactional commit rate.

3.3

Minimizing DBT Footprint

Typically, the transactional execution performance is influenced by the data access patterns and memory footprint
of the program only. However, when the program is executed within the DBT system, the DBT itself can also affect the transaction performance. This can occur during the
transactional execution, the program is switched to DBT for
translating or finding the next execution code. Such extra
DBT works not only lengthen the transactional execution
but also increase overall memory footprint, which potentially
can cause data conflicts or transactional buffer overflow and
result in the transaction being aborted. Thus, it is critical
to minimize the DBT footprint on the transactions so as to
achieve the best execution performance.
The issue arises when a transactional region is executed for
the first time. Since the critical region’s component basic
blocks are not translated, the DBT is invoked to translate
the blocks along with the transactional execution. Because
code translation is a complex process involving considerable
memory access, the transaction is likely to abort due to the
extra memory pressure. Moreover, the transaction may be
aborted due to executing TM unfriendly instructions while
conducting code translation. For instance, the system call
SYSENTER/SYSEXIT instructions are TSX-unfriendly operations [19] that DBT may use to allocate space, change
page permission, or read the guest binary file. As a consequence, all progress including the codes of the already translated component blocks is wiped out. The transaction would
be retried based on our RTM retry mechanism. However, it
is very likely to fail again. In the end, the thread would fall
back to lock acquisition after exhausting all RTM retries;
the critical region and code translation are then executed in
a lock-protected manner and serialized with other threads.
Though this abort penalty is unavoidable, fortunately, it is
relieved after the critical region is translated. In later execution of the critical region, the transaction will run without being interrupted by code translation and the penalty is
amortized.
After the transactional region is translated, aborts can still
happen in the transaction because of transferring control
to DBT for looking up next execution code—an expensive
process also increases memory pressure and transactional
execution time. Such control transfer typically occurs when
the program jumps from one block to another, triggering
the DBT dispatcher to locate the next execution code in the
code cache. This process can be prevented by applying the
control transfer optimizations, such as block chaining for direct branches, and indirect branch translation cache (IBTC)
[30] for indirect branches (e.g., indirect jump, indirect call,
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and return instructions). However, our system is based on
QEMU, which only employs block chaining; no optimization
is applied to indirect branches. Hence, when the transactional region contains any indirect branch (e.g., a return instruction after a function call), the intervention of the DBT
dispatcher possibly would cause transactional aborts as long
as the transactional region is entered.
To overcome this issue, we augment our DBT system by
implementing IBTC to handle indirect branches. We design
IBTC as a small, direct-mapped hashtable, which stores the
mappings of the indirect branches’ target block addresses
and their translated host code addresses in the code cache.
An IBTC lookup is accomplished by the operations of hash,
load and compare only. Thus, each indirect branch handling
incurs very small footprint to the TM system. Furthermore,
we allocate one hashtable for each thread. This per-thread
IBTC can prevent thread contention.
After a transactional region is executed, the address mappings of any indirect branches within the region are added
into the IBTC hashtable by the thread, regardless of whether
the critical region is completed through the transactional or
the fallback path. When next time the critical region is entered, the expensive control transfer to the DBT dispatcher
is not needed upon IBTC hit. The thread would remain executing the guest program codes in the code cache, and the
DBT footprint on the transactional execution is minimized
as a result.

4.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the performance results of our
HLE-to-RTM transformation method and the adaptive RTM
tuning approach. In addition to the DBT execution results,
the adaptive RTM tuning approach is also evaluated on native execution to show its effectiveness. Detailed analyses
including overall performance, transactional commit rates,
and DBT footprint minimization are also provided.

4.1

Experimental Setup

Our transformation method is implemented in QEMU version 2.9. Experiments are performed on the host machine
with one Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7820X octa-core CPU at 3.6
GHz. The host machine has 32GB of main memory and runs
Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS with Linux kernel 4.13.0. We evaluate the effectiveness of our transformation using STAMP
[23], a benchmark suite designed for evaluating TM system performance. STAMP targets a variety of application
domains such as machine learning, security, data mining,
and scientific computing. It covers a wide range of transaction metrics, including lengths of transactional memory
regions, memory usage in transactions, and contention between threads. We also select the benchmark, red-black tree
concurrent manipulation [14], for evaluation and detailed
analysis. Two red-black tree configurations are used: high
contention where 1000 tree nodes are setup and 90% accesses
are write operations, and low contention with 1000000 nodes
and only 10% write operations. For retry mechanism settings, the maximum and minimum retry value is set to 16
and 2, and the initial retry value is 8. The number of IBTC
hashtable entries for each thread is 4096.
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Figure 3: Performance results over HLE with 8
threads on DBT execution.

HLE-to-RTM Transformation Results

Among the benchmarks, our transformation approach brings
additional speedup for genome, intruder, vacation, and rbt.
We select these benchmarks to measure the performance improvement of our approach, shown in Figure 3. The reason
to the speedup is that our transformation significantly increases the ratio of transactional path (operations that are
completed through transactional paths over all execution
paths). RTM transactions are retried when being aborted,
which avoids frequently acquiring the global lock and transaction failures of other threads. Benchmark ssca2 shows little improvement with RTM transformed from HLE because
it already achieves an extremely high transactional commit
rate with HLE (around 100%), and thus there is very little
room for improvement with our RTM retry mechanism.
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The best retry count is different among various transactional
regions. Higher retry count does not infer better performance. For example, both rbt-high and rbt-low have the
best performance with the retry counts set to 8 rather than
16. The ratio of transactional path over all execution path
grows from 1.06% to 75.86% as the retry count increases
from 2 to 8 for rbt-high, and 4.54% to 98.21% for rbt-low.
However, changing retry counts from 8 to 16, the ratio only
increases to 77.36% and 98.95% for rbt-high and rbt-low, respectively. This change introduces abort penalty and thus
reduces the performance, and our adaptive tuning approach
are designed to avoid this situation. We use benchmark rbtlow for a more detailed investigation. rbt-low contains three
critical sections. Figure 4a, 4b and 4c respectively show the
transactional commit rate for these three critical sections
over time. As the result shows, our dynamic tuning implementation obtains the highest commit rate.

Static 4

100%

Commit Rate

Figure 2 shows the performance speedup of HTM with 8
threads. The baseline is the DBT execution performance of
the benchmarks implemented using the conventional lock.
The HLE bar is the transformation to the same HLE codes.
We statically assign the RTM retry counts of all transactional regions to values between 2 and 16, and choose the
best performance result as Static. Adaptive is our adaptive
tuning approach. Overall, by leveraging hardware memory
transactions, HLE gains 1.42× speedup and our approach
achieves 2.21× speedup on average compared to using traditional lock synchronization scheme. In other words, our
approach outperforms HLE for 1.56×.
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Figure 2: Performance results over Lock with 8
threads on DBT execution.
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Figure 4: Transactional commit rates of various critical sections in rbt-low (Static N denotes statically
assigning retry count to N ).
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Figure 5: Performance results over HLE with 8
threads on native execution.
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Figure 6: Performance results over HLE with different numbers of threads on native execution.

We use the following example to explain some benchmarks
may run slower than Static, as appeared in Figure 2. The
commit rate sequence is 97%(RC) → 98%(RC) → 99%(RC+1)
→ 97%(RC+1) → 50%(RC) → 51%(RC) → 50%(RC), where
RC denotes retry count. In this case, our approach leaves
the retry count (RC) unchanged, which results in a low commit rate. This is because, for two consecutive commit rates,
our framework only adopts the information of better or not
but does not measure the magnitude of changes. Thus, our
framework does not respond to the rapid change of commit
rate from 97% to 50%. We plan to include the changes in
magnitude into our retry count decision in the future. Although our adaptive tuning approach does not defeat Static
bar in all benchmarks, it does close to the Static bar and
has a speedup of 2.25× for these benchmarks on average.

Figure 7: Scalability of HLE and adaptively tuned
RTM on native execution.

4.3

RTM can achieve good scalability.

Native Performance Results with RTM

To evaluate the effectiveness of our adaptive tuning mechanism, we also implemented our approach in a static library
linked into the benchmark programs. Figure 5 shows the native execution performance over HLE with 8 threads. Similar to the transformation results with QEMU, the static assignment approach achieves better performance than HLE
due to the improvement of transactional commit with more
retries. Based on our adaptive tuning approach, the retry
counter adjusts to the best value and thereby results in the
best performance. On average, our approach achieves 2.55×
speedup over HLE.
Figure 6 shows the performance results of our adaptive tuning approach over HLE by changing the number of threads.
On average, our approach achieves speedups of 0.98×, 1.25×
and 2.55× with 2, 4 and 8 threads, respectively. HLE achieves
competitive performance with RTM when running with two
threads. However, performance gaps are observed between
HLE and RTM when increasing the number of threads, especially from 4 to 8 threads where 2× improvement is achieved.
The reason for the improvement is due to the scalability
problem of HLE. We use the benchmarks, rbt-low and rbthigh, to describe such a problem. Figure 7 illustrates the
scalability of these two benchmarks by measuring the performance speedup over one thread for HLE and our approach.
As the figure shows, the HLE performance drops significantly for both benchmarks when the number of threads
increases from 4 to 8. In contrast, the adaptively tuned
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From the performance results of native execution and the
HLE-to-RTM transformation via DBT, we have proved the
strength of our adaptive tuning approach and successfully
enhance transactional memory execution for performance
and scalability.

4.4

DBT Footprint Minimization Results

To demonstrate the impact of the DBT footprint minimization, we conduct the experiments with and without applying the IBTC optimization. Figure 8 shows the performance
speedup of the translations to HLE (transform HLE to the
same HLE codes) and Adaptive (transform HLE to RTM
codes) with 8 threads. The baselines are the performance
results of HLE and Adaptive without IBTC. The benchmarks that contain no indirect branch in the critical regions
are not shown in the figure because they are not affected by
the IBTC optimization.
As the result shows, better performance is observed in all
benchmarks with IBTC. On average, the HLE performance
is improved by a factor of 1.33×. The Adaptive result also
shows 1.52× performance gain. The improvement that is
accomplished by IBTC is attributed to the following two
factors. (1) The expensive control transfer between the code
cache and the DBT dispatcher is avoided, and thus the overhead is reduced. (2) With DBT footprint minimized, the
chance to complete the critical region through the transac-
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Figure 8: Performance results of the indirect branch
optimization with 8 threads on DBT execution.
HLE
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The idea of using transactional memory as architectural support for non-blocking synchronization was first conceived in
1993 by Herlihy and Moss [18]—the first proposal of HTM.
The log-based HTM system [25] achieves fast commits by
always storing new values in place (target memory address)
and managing old values in a per-thread log in cacheable
virtual memory. After years of development, TM has become a mature technique, and we have seen HTM equipped
in the Transmeta’s Crusoe and Efficeon, Sun Rock [13], IBM
POWER [32], and Intel x86 [35] processor architectures.
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Figure 9: Transactional commit rates with 8 threads
on DBT execution.
tional path is increased. Since it is difficult to separately
measure the performance impact of each factor, we provide
the result of the transactional commit rates as a metric to
investigate whether the benchmark does execute more transactional paths. Figure 9 shows the measurement result.
For the HLE results in Figure 9, yada obtains the most
transactional commit rate improvement (14%) after minimizing the DBT intervention with IBTC; other benchmarks,
such as genome, vacation-high and vacation-low, are also
slightly improved. For Adaptive results, significant improvement is observed in vacation-high (22%), so are other benchmarks such as vacation-low (7%), yada (13%) and rbt-high
(7%). Therefore, for the aforementioned benchmarks, both
impact factors contribute to the performance gains shown
in Figure 8.
On the contrary, no commit rate improvement is observed
in benchmark rbt-low for both HLE and Adaptive. This is
because this program already achieves a very high commit
rate. There is very little room for improvement by reducing
the DBT footprint. This result also indicates that the performance gain of rbt-low mainly comes from the reduction
of the control transfer overhead (factor 1) but not from the
transactional commit rate.

5.

HTM. STM is implemented entirely in software, making it
possible to run on any commodity hardware or be configured
with unbounded transactional memory size. It provides a
means for helping HTM designs and in-depth performance
analysis of parallel programs. Ananian and Rinard [3] proposed the idea of object-based transactions. Comparing to
the conventional word- or cache-line-based TM models, the
object-based model can avoid false sharing and allow better
compiler analysis and optimization of transactional code.
Also based on the object-based transactions, the AdaptiveSTM system [22] automatically adapts to the workload. It
dynamically selects the best object acquisition strategy and
object referencing style, yielding throughput comparable to
two other well-known object-based STM systems, DSTM
[17] and OSTM [15]. Unlike these STM works which focus
on optimizing the STM systems, our work focuses on the
transformation of HTM codes in a DBT.

RELATED WORK

TM implementations are mainly classified into STM and
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A number of researches have been proposed addressing the
design of HTM fallback code. The single global lock (SGL)
mechanism [32, 35] is the most widely used approach, in
which all critical regions are protected by a single lock in all
RTM fallback paths. Moir et al. [24] addressed the problem
of lemming effect, where the SGL acquired by one thread
can cause transactions to abort on other threads as well as
exhausting the retry count for re-executing the transaction.
They proposed busy-waiting for the SGL before restarting
the transaction to mitigate the problem. Afek et al. [1]
proposed an alternative solution by guarding SGL lock acquisition with an auxiliary lock but not adding this auxiliary lock into TM read-sets or write-sets. Quislant et al.
[29] proposed the ticket lock approach, which separates the
execution of transactional and non-transactional regions by
leasing lock tickets to the threads waiting for the lock acquisition. A lazy subscription approach was proposed by [7]
to reduce the rate of SGL acquisitions. These approaches
mainly focus on avoiding concurrent execution of transactional and lock-protected regions. In contrast, we transform
HLE executables to RTM codes and propose the adaptive
tuning approach to increase the ratio of the transactional
path.
Addressing the issue of the retry mechanism, Diegues and
Romano [14] proposed a dynamic self-tuning approach, in
which each critical region has its own retry counter and the
retry count is adjusted based on the clock cycles spent in
the critical region. Nakaike et al. [26] investigated the three
most common sources of transactional aborts: data conflict, persistent abort, and transient abort. Each of these
three transactional abort reasons is assigned with one retry
counter. They execute and profile the application by varying
the retry counts, and statically assign the best combination
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as the final retry values in the deployed application.

7.

Several efforts have been made with TM mechanisms in the
DBT systems. JudoSTM [28] integrates STM and DBT
as an alternative to the library-based STM implementation. Chung et al. [9] addressed the issue of atomicity in
metadata-based DBTs, in which updates to program data
and corresponding metadata (e.g., taint memory) are not
atomic, thus leading to race conditions. Instead of forcing
threads to execute in sequence, they proposed using TM
mechanisms to encapsulate all data and metadata accesses
in one atomic region so that correct execution is guaranteed.
The Transmeta Code Morphing Software (CMS) [12] forms
atomic regions by leveraging the HTM on Transmeta processors. Memory instructions in the atomic region can be
aggressively reordered by CMS, and execution of the atomic
region is rolled back when mis-speculation is detected by a
special memory alias detection hardware.

This work is supported in part by Ministry of Science and
Technology of Taiwan under grant number MOST-106-2218E-002-040 and MOST-107-2221-E-001-002.

The closely related works are COREMU [34] and Pico [10],
which studied the translations of atomic instructions, such
as load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC) and compare-andswap (CAS), across different ISAs. COREMU presented
that correct and scalable emulation of atomic instructions
can be done with lightweight memory transactions based on
the multi-word compare-and-swap (CASN) algorithm [16].
Pico achieved the same goal by exploiting HTM on the
host. In contrast to their works which focus on translation of
atomic instructions, our translation scope is on transactional
regions. We proposed a transparent dynamic binary optimization approach that transforms legacy HTM to newer
HTM codes and an adaptive tuning scheme for enhancing
transaction performance.

6.

CONCLUSION

Transactional memory can be exploited to enhance concurrent programming. While HLE provides backward compatibility, RTM with a well-designed retry mechanism can deliver greater performance. In this paper, we present a framework built on a dynamic binary translation system, which
transforms HLE instructions in an application binary into
fragments of RTM codes and automatically gains higher
parallel execution efficiency. Our approach transparently
turns applications with HLE to RTM for greater performance without re-compilation. Moreover, we have increased
the performance of RTM by incorporating an adaptive tuning method for RTM retry mechanism that can maximize
the transactional commit rate. Our dynamic binary reoptimization solution obtains 1.56× speedup on average with
8 threads over HLE execution. We also separately test our
adaptive tuning mechanism with a static compilation approach. The same set of applications are re-compiled and
linked with our RTM tuning library. The performance gains
are greater, where the adaptively tuned RTM outperforms
HLE for a speedup of 2.55× with 8 threads. Nevertheless,
the static approach is not transparent since the programmers must explicitly re-compile while the dynamic binary
optimization approach is fully automatic and transparent.
We also optimize the indirect branch translation to minimize the DBT intervention in transactional execution. It
effectively improves the transactional commit rate by a factor of up to 22%.
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